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or some time now, behind the scenes the DVSA have been
running a pilot project using their own Test-lanes which
send data from the roller-brake test (RBT) equipment directly
to DVSA’s MOT computer. We’ve heard rumours that this has
gone well and a much more extensive pilot project will take
place this year up to the end of June. Then, if what we’ve
heard is true, a full roll-out will take place from about the
middle of this year, initially with RBT equipment with its own
IP address capable of linking directly to the DVSA computer.
But that will be just the start. and enable the data to be sent
to the DVSA computer. Initially
From what we can gather, a
phased development will fol- that will be the roller brake test
machine – which we believe is
low in this sequence:
largely the norm in European
Testing Stations and probably
• Roller Brake Test
why DVSA have decided to do
equipment (internet linked).
their initial trials with brake
• Emissions equipment.
test equipment linking to their
(networked).
computer.
• On board diagnostics (VIN,
Then, with one piece of MOT
MIL etc) (networked).
equipment with its IP address
• Beam setters (networked).
installed in the test lane, that
• Number plate recognition
can be networked with all the
(networked).
other equipment; emissions,
To achieve this, at least one piece
beam setters etc. to provide a
of equipment needs its own IP
comprehensive data stream
address to link it to the internet
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Training providers…
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How do Chris Grayling (left) Secretary of State for Transport,
and Jesse Norman (right) his Minister responsible for the MOT
Scheme expect Testing Stations to upgrade to the very best
equipment when they have allowed the MOT fee to be frozen
since 2010, despite repeated personal promises to increase it at
least in line with inflation?

back to DVSA’s computer. The
DVSA computer then records
and assesses the data received,
and makes pass/fail decisions for
each aspect of the MOT inspection being measured by the Test
equipment linked to the system.
When the project is complete there will be advantages
for Vehicle Testing Stations, the
DVSA and motorists. For VTSs
the benefit will be a quicker
MOT inspection without the
need to record RBT results, or
to file and retain emission printout slips. For motorists it should
reduce the chance of errors
from RBT results being ‘massaged’ to create a roller brake
test ‘pass’ when it should have
failed. For DVSA it will reduce
the chance of fraud regarding
the RBT outcomes – and in due
course other equipment connected in the Test lane.

DVSA’s pilot – field trials –
then full roll out!

This isn’t a new idea, most
Testing Stations throughout
Europe already have such facilities, and as far as the emission equipment is concerned,
Siemens’ original computerisation of the MOT in 2005 envisaged emission outcomes to be
sent directly to their MOT computer system when it was set
up in 2005 – but due to technical difficulties the project
was abandoned. Since then, at
MOT Testing we have repeatedly asked why DVSA haven’t
allowed the development of a
system allowing MOT equipment to be linked to their MOT
computer. Well at last it looks
like its going to start happening. So when exactly will it occur,
(Continues on page 14)
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More news, new products and services from the MOT industry…
We talk to DVSA MOT Scheme head Neil Barlow about the thinking behind the new
Risk Assessment programme.
The indispensable guide to tools and equipment suppliers!

Next issue (May – July ’19)

You can now renew your subscription online: www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions
Spotlight on… Future MOT
risk assessment system works – and found that
strategy – In the past we’ve had a look at
there are some critical difficulties. DVSA say,

the future of MOT Testing autonomous vehicles,
and in this issue at how Test lanes might look
like into the future, but what about the MOT as
a whole? We’ve criticised both DVSA and the
Department for Transport (DfT) in London for
their failure to develop a joint strategic plan for
the MOT Scheme, so we’ve decided to have
a look at it ourselves. Working with people in
the industry and by asking questions of DVSA’s
senior staff, we paint a picture of how the MOT
could be beneficially developed into the future
and how that might affect Testing Stations, their
staff and motorists.

DVSA and DfT Matters –

In this
issue we’ve had a closer look at how DVSA’s
latest Tester focused Red/Amber/Green (RAG)

“give it time”. Well, by May this year they will
have had another six months – let’s see what
Test Stations have to say about it then (readers’
observations and comments in advance are
welcomed). Also we’ll keep readers up-to-date
of any other vital news from both the DVSA and
DfT.

Testing Times and MOT News
Snippets – In Testing Times and News

Snippets we inform readers of the latest MOT
news and analysis from around the UK.

PLUS: • Testing Times • Readers’
Letters • Consultant’s Casebook
Plus: MOT Workshop free supplement.
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TESTING TIMES

M
A

happy New Year to all our readers. This is
the 100th edition of MOT Testing, 25 years
of reporting on, and representing the interests
of our readers, Authorised Examiners and MOT
Testers throughout the country. Since then a lot
has changed. When we started, the Agency responsible for
the MOT Scheme was the Vehicle Inspectorate, until April
2003 when it became the Vehicle Operator and Services
Agency (VOSA) – until 31st March 2014 when it merged with
the Driving Standards Agency to become the Driver and
Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) we have now. Although
with the main Head Office now in Nottingham (the old DSA
offices) it sometimes looks more like a DSA takeover.
The MOT itself was computerised in 2005 by Siemens using an
outdated (even for the time) ‘dial up’ system which was dropped
in favour of a DVSA operated online system in 2015 when the
Siemens contract, by then sold to Atos, expired.
One difference, vital for Testing Stations, is that until 2010, the
Department for Transport in London (responsible for fee issues)
more or less annually reviewed the maximum MOT fee and effected
an increase approximately in line with inflation – with a jump in
2005/6 to account for extra time taken to do the MOT following
a widespread timing exercise to calculate how long the average
MOT inspection took to complete.
A significant change was the advent of automated and one-man
operated MOT Test lanes around the turn of the century. At one
point this was mandated to be necessary in all Testing Stations
by 2015. This was dropped when the Government decided to look
at MOT Tests every other year, instead of annually, which was
successfully stopped by the ProMOTe political lobbying campaign

MOT news
snippets

M

– which established the popularity of the MOT with the motoring
public and safety organisations.
Yet just a few years later, to disguise a vehicle tax hike, George
Osborn, Chancellor to David Cameron’s Government, suggested
delaying vehicles’ first MOT to when they were four years old.
This was also dropped.
In this issue we look at DVSA’s latest iteration of their risk
assessment enforcement policy – with its focus on Testers, of
which I approve. However the system as it stands has its difficulties as I’ve highlighted in Spotlight on… however it is a
‘work in progress’, and DVSA’s senior managers seem willing to
develop and change things to overcome the problems, which
is encouraging.
It is also good to hear that fully linked Test Lanes are now on
DVSA’s agenda, as reported in our lead article. It is about time we
caught up with the rest of the world on that issue which would
save time for Testers and provide a better MOT for motorists –
although DVSA have yet to give us any firm timescales.
In one respect though, the MOT Scheme is worse for Testing
Stations than it was when the magazine started those 25 years ago.
Back then, an official at the Department for Transport focussed
on the MOT Scheme, and the fee was increased to take account
of inflation every year – there’s now been no increase since 2010
– despite broken promises from Ministers and the Secretary of
State for Transport Chris Grayling. I can only hope the industry’s
trade body leaders continue the pressure on the Government to
properly price the MOT fee, and at least set a base minimum fee to
illustrate the contribution of the scheme to road safety – especially
as the vehicles we Test cover over 400 billion passenger miles a
year, ten times more than all the trains in the country!

Checking candidates’ qualifications for Tester Training…

I

n Forum Fragments its been suggested that
some recently qualified MOT Testers didn’t
have a full four years of experience of repairing and servicing the appropriate vehicles
before undergoing Tester training. Interested
in finding out more, we asked DVSA what
checks were made. Their response didn’t
answer the question (See Forum Fragments)
but they did note that commercial Tester
training organisations are responsibility for
checking that candidates have four years
experience of working on the Class of vehicles they intended to Test.
So we contacted the Awarding Bodies IMI, ABC
and City and Guilds, whose job it is to monitor their
affiliated commercial training providers, asking
what steps they take to ensure MOT Tester trainees are properly vetted.
Both ABC and the IMI confirmed what DVSA
said, they confirmed their approved training centres had documented candidates’ ‘self declaration’
that they’ve had four year’s previous experience
employed as technicians working on the class of
vehicle they aspire to MOT Test. City and Guilds,
the third Awarding Body proved to be impenetrable – the people we spoke to had no idea what we
were talking about, or who to get hold of to give
us any information. Ultimately after a number of
tries, we just gave up!

a candidate, who then went to a another training
provider using a different awarding body who is
now a Tester! Another letter from the training
manager at Autotech Recruit tells a similar story,
citing an instance of a rejected trainee contacting them after a few weeks as a qualified Tester,
looking for Agency work! Another letter suggests
that some training providers are short-cutting the
course to reduce the training time taken to be a
Tester, which also breaks the rules.

Annual subscription
only £30

◆ MOT Misinformation

DVSA’s responsibility

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions

Despite what MotorEasy
say, service inspections
conducted on a two-post lift
cannot be part of an MOT!
– A website called,
THEMONEYPAGES, under
a headline, “Could you be
overpaying for your car’s MOT
and service?”, is suggesting
that by having both done at
the same time, motorists
could save money because,
“…as many as 85% of the
checks carried out during
a service are also covered
by MOT Testers”. This idea
was originally suggested
by the motoring association
MotorEasy, who suggested
that by having a service done
separately from an MOT would
be more expensive because
garages were ‘double dipping’

From what we’ve heard, DVSA’s training system
is being abused with Tester candidates being
accepted with insufficient prior experience, and
some courses not providing the recommended
29 hours of training required.
Being their Scheme, DVSA should require
full CVs from candidates instead of a tick-box
self declaration; and insist that CVs are verified.
They should also ensure that those 29 minimum
‘Guided Learning Hours’ don’t cut corners using
excessive e-learning element, and direct Awarding Bodies accordingly.

or Tel: 0208 998 6742
Concerned training providers

We’ve also received letters from Training providers
(see Readers’ letters) concerned about how Tester
Training is currently working. The Managing
Director of the MOT Club, Ben Roberts noted
that their awarding body had in the past rejected
M O T T EST IN G M AG A Z I N E PAGE 4

Check new Testers

This shouldn’t concern Testing Station owners and managers who put up their own staff to
become Testers. They’ll know the individual’s CV
and previous experience. It may matter however,
if you employ a new recently qualified Tester. So
it will be a really good idea to ask new employees with recently acquired MOT Tester status for
a full CV, when they obtained their Tester status,
and ask searching questions if there are gaps in
the their CVs.

www.motester.co.uk
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and charging for the same
checks twice, even if they did
not carry them out”.
This demonstrates an
appalling lack of knowledge
of the MOT by an organisation
claiming to be experts
advising motorists. As we
in the MOT trade know only
too well, if, as MotorEasy
suggest, we carried out a
service on a two-post ramp,
and then logged on to the MOT
computer to inspect the 15%
of MOT items not included
in the service (according to
MotorEasy) which of itself is
questionable, and charged
the customer less – the
computer would show just
a few minutes on the Test,
DVSA would take action, and
that Testing Station wouldn’t
be there next year when the
customer wants another MOT.
◆ New DVSA Director of
Strategy and Policy:
DVSA have announced the
appointment of a new Director
of Strategy and Policy, Becky
Thomas who’s been deputising
in the job since last June, and
promoted following an open
recruitment competition. She’s
now a permanent member of
DVSA’s ‘Executive Committee’,
setting policies and strategies
for DVSA, including the
MOT Scheme. Citing DVSA’s
5 year strategic plan, she
said, “I’m looking forward to
seeing it through… as well
as… planning for the advent
of new technologies, such
as autonomous vehicles and
virtual reality”. Whilst Gareth
Llewellyn has turned down
repeated requests for an
interview, hopefully Becky
Thomas will be prepared to talk
with us about DVSA’s strategic
plans for the MOT in his stead.

DVSA brag about
cutting cost of MOTs

N

o, this isn’t about MOT discounting, but
about the cost to the DVSA of running the
MOT Scheme, and in particular the delivery
of its MOT computer system. An article in the
web based magazine, ComputerWeekly.com
has the headline, “‘Open-minded’ DVSA cuts
cost of MOT testing”. The article is about
how much the DVSA have reduced the cost
of the MOT with their online MOT computer
system, as compared to when it was run by
Atos before the contract expired and DVSA
took it on in 2015. DVSA’s Alex Fiddes, their
Programme Delivery Executive, (who used
to be responsible for the MOT Scheme), and
who was brought in to the process when
things initially did not look very rosy for the
DVSA’s somewhat basic online computer
system, is proud of what has been achieved
as the system has developed. He noted
that the savings which have been made
are largely due to the use of Amazon Web
Services on a ‘pay-as-you-go’ basis which
eliminates the need to use Government servers, thus effecting considerable savings – a
development which in the computer world
was considered to be an innovative step.
According to the article, the cost to DVSA of
processing each Test was £1.05 before DVSA developed and operated the online system, and that is
now just 30 pence a Test, a saving of 75 pence per
test. In the article it also notes that all told, about
42 million tests are processed on the computer
each year, which we’ve calculated, saves DVSA
just over £30M a year.
This explains the yearly average of £27.1M
surplus on MOT Testing made by DVSA between
2016 and 2018 that we flagged up in the last edition of MOT Testing. What isn’t clear from the
article, however, is whether or not those savings
include the costs transferred to Testing Stations
caused by the commencement of DVSA’s online
service. Previously Atos provided the computers,
printers, print cartridges and other material to
Testing Stations, which on the changeover was a
cost transferred directly to Testing Station owners.

DVSA lauded in ComputerWeekly.com for
innovation to save money – but is it quite as
good as it seems – and where’s all that MOT
money gone? Not back into the MOT Scheme,
that’s for sure!
asked is, what’s happened to all that money? After
all DVSA’s annual MOT income from the slot fee
comes directly from Testing Stations, and arguably, should be channelled back into the MOT service delivered by DVSA. Some has, specifically in
the development of the ability to go online to the
Government’s computer and determine a vehicle’s MOT status, perhaps the reason that DVSA’s
MOT surplus in their accounts is somewhat less
than £30M a year direct saving.
It is understandable that since DVSA’s new
computer system only kicked-off in 2015, for the
year 2015/16 there could be no certainty about the
ongoing saving, however after a bumper surplus
of £27.9M in 2016/17 it was a certainty – so how
come there was still over £26M surplus again in
2017/18 which wasn’t channelled back into the
MOT Scheme – more VE’s, a better call service
for Testing Stations and so on?
Equally interesting is why the MOT Trade, via
DVSA’s ‘Trade User Group’ meeting attendees
(see also DVSA Matters) weren’t asked by DVSA
in the light of their new found riches, as to how
they would like to see that money used to improve
DVSA’s services to the MOT industry.

Annual subscription
only £30
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or Tel: 0208 998 6742

◆ Jersey get’s MOTs: It may

Continues next page…

Where’s the money gone?

Whilst the DVSA, and Alex Fiddes and his team
in particular are to be congratulated for achieving such significant savings, what also has to be

When your MOT tester is on holiday,
trust us to provide temporary cover.
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surprise readers to hear that
in the island of Jersey there
are no MOT Tests. On the one
hand this is perhaps not so
surprising as there are only
500 miles of roads in Jersey,
the largest of the Channel
Islands, and there’s a speed
limit of 40 mph on all roads,
with many having a 30 mph
limit. That is, however, set to
change. The ‘States of Jersey’,
the island’s Government
have decided that in future
all vehicles in Jersey should
be regularly MOT Tested,
although not as we know it
in Britain. Vehicles will not be
MOT tested until after they are
five years old, and then only
every three years. Superficially,
with such a small road
network, and vehicles
travelling relatively slowly,
this seems sensible. (also,
most, or a high proportion
of, cars in Jersey are rented)
Yet we know from the MOT
in Britain, that time is also a
factor in vehicle deterioration,
and especially in coastal
areas – where in Britain the
failure rate is much higher. We
suspect that bureaucratically
this is just the thin end of
the wedge, and the first Test
age will progressively reduce,
and the periodicity of testing
will increase as time passes.
Nevertheless, with just
125,146 vehicles on Jersey’s
roads, (compared to 29 million
tested un Britain), introducing
an MOT shouldn’t be such a
major project.

Increased emissions
MOT failures

D

VSA have reported that vehicles, both
diesel and petrol engine powered, have
had significantly increased MOT emission
failures since the onset of the revised EU
rules in the new MOT Manual which took
effect on 20th May this year. For both petrol
and diesel engined vehicles the increase is
significant. For diesel vehicles there was over
a four-fold increase from 58,004 emission
failures in the same period in 2017, to 238,971
such failures this year, a 412% increase.
This was to be expected because since May
20th, for many vehicles the diesel emissions Test
has been to the so called, ‘plated value’ – whereas
previously, for most vehicles the failure level in
terms of particulate density measured by the MOT
Smokemeters, was to a much lower value.
More surprisingly, however was the increase
in emission failures for petrol engined vehicles –
from 292,468 in the same period in 2018, to 505,721
for this year, an increase of 73%! Nothing changed
at all regarding the emission standard to which
such vehicles are MOT Tested, so how can such
a significant increase be explained?
We spoke to Dave Garratt, Chief Executive of
the Garage Equipment Association, and something
of an expert in this field – he was a little puzzled
at the extent of the increase, but had expected
there to be some rise in petrol cars’ emission
failures. He suggested it might have something
to do with the fact that all the MOT gas analysers used to check emissions on petrol vehicles,
had their emission level databases updated. He
suggested, “For many years the update of the gas
analysers was done every two years, which is OK,
because with vehicles having their first MOT at
three years old, that captures those vehicles on
their first MOT. However, the previous update of
the database was over three and a half years ago,
so many later cars at their first MOT were being
checked to a less stringent level, as the vehicles
concerned did not have the specific (most likely
lower) allowable emission levels in the test equipment’s database, so a lot of cars would have passed
the MOT, which might have failed had they been
checked to the proper level. With the database
updated, such vehicles are now being checked to
the appropriate more stringent allowable emissions, and many are now failing.

Emissions failures have vastly increased since
the changes last May – but how many lives
would have been saved had the Government
tightened the MOT emissions limits sooner
– which is what they should, and could have
done?
originally required.
The same applies to petrol engine emissions.
There was no reason at all why the Department
for Transport should decide to delay the database
update beyond the two-year period. Think how
much pollution will have been avoided had they
done both; that is by accepting diesel emissions
being checked to plated values years ago, and
keeping to time on gas analysers’ updates.
In their press release on the subject, the
Government says:
“Poor air quality is the largest environmental risk to
public health in the UK. It’s known to have more
severe effects on vulnerable groups, for example,
the elderly, children and people already suffering
from pre-existing lung and heart conditions.
Conditions caused or made worse by air
pollution include:
asthma
chronic bronchitis
chronic heart disease
strokes”

Annual subscription
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◆ MOT Test re-unites kitten
sisters: When MOT Tester Phil
Hardy from Harmac Garage
in Nottinghamshire lifted a
car’s bonnet during an MOT
Test he found a kitten trapped
in the engine bay. Try as he
might he couldn’t release the
animal, and so he contacted
the local branch of the RSPCA
who called on their inspector
Kristy Ludlam to effect a
rescue, which proved to be
very difficult. Ludlam explained,
“I a just couldn’t get my hand
to her so the mechanic raised
the car up on the platform
and I could see her backend
poking down the side of the
engine, and managed to gently
pull her free”. Following the
rescue the kitten was taken
to a local vet and found to be
well, and remained at the vet
for the weekend. Soon after a
second stray kitten looking very

It makes you wonder how many people may
have died prematurely directly because of the
Government’s delays in not setting the appropriate
diesel and petrol emissions levels for the MOT
Test when they should have done…

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions
Government hypocrisy…?

In announcing these figures, the Government via
Gareth Llewellyn, in one of his rare comments
about the MOT, bragged that, “We are committed to making a real difference to those in society
whose lives and health are blighted by poor air
quality”. Yet whilst it was well before his tenure
at DVSA, it is to be assumed he did his homework
before taking up his new post. So that statement is
somewhat disingenuous, and arguably hypocritical.
The EU have for many years had an MOT
requirement to Test diesel vehicles to plated values
– but the British Government have been using a
small loophole in the EU Directive to avoid doing
that – the change of heart this year was probably
only promoted by the impending exit from the
European Union. Think of the extra pollution that
delay has caused over they years – which could
have been totally avoided by complying in full with
the EU MOT Directive when plated values were

A Clear benefit to society

This significant increase of emissions failures
shows the positive effect that an annual MOT Test
has to society. Not only does the MOT save lives
and prevent serious injuries from road accidents
caused by vehicle defects, it also ensures that the
air we all breath is less toxic. Following the new
tighter diesel emissions checks to ‘plated values’,
and the government’s implementation of 4-gas
analyser upgrades for petrol engined vehicles,
numerous lives will be saved by taking vehicles
off the road which exceed the allowed levels
of exhaust emissions. The MOT requirements
regarding diesel particulate filters have been
tightened up too – further contributing to cleaner
air.
This clear benefit of annual MOT Testing
should discourage future governments from diluting the annual MOT.

or Tel: 0208 998 6742

Continues next page…
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similar was taken to the same
vet, and when put into the
same cage, they commenced
grooming. The vet concluded
that they were probably sisters.
A serendipitous re-union!
◆ What have YOU found
during an MOT? The Daily
Express carried out a survey
of strange things discovered
by MOT Testers during MOT
inspection, their findings were
sometimes quite appalling.
They contacted MOT Testers
at 21 Test Stations in a dozen
counties across Britain, and
asked about what they had
discovered whilst inspecting
vehicles for the MOT. Some
of the finds revealed by the
Express were downright
shocking. One Tester saw
under the seat, a sawn
off shot-gun, and a box of
ammunition. Others found
rifles, hand-guns and illegal
drugs. In most cases they
opted to look the other way
and not report their findings
to the police, frightened of any
consequences. More bizarre,
but not quite so dangerous
finds included a number of
dead rabbits and a bloodied
knife. In another instance an
elderly gentleman’s vehicle
had a carrier bag full of
condoms and Viagra pills.
Sex toys, underwear and
prosthetic arms and legs have
also been discovered. Become
an MOT Tester, and learn more
about life!

The AE’s quarterly bulletin from
MOT industry experts

Computers – friend or foe?
M
odern Technology is
expanding at an incredible pace. Laptops, tablets,
i-phones and even televisions can basically tell the
user anything he wants to
know, where he is, where
he is going, time, date, the
weather locally and nationally, how’s his or her driving,
good or bad.
The DVSA MOT Testing
Service (MTS) reflects these
advances, but does the MOT
industry understand what is
available to them or what information DVSA can extract from
their computer, which is not
necessarily to the advantage of
the Tester or the VTS?

MTS a developing system

When the “new” MTS system
was introduced, it was described
as being like a Christmas tree,
the minimum viable product,
and that as time passed additions would be added like baubles on the tree, to enhance the
usability. This has certainly happened but the question must
be raised, has DVSA forgotten
who the end user really is and
whether or not those users
know how to extract information that is of use to them from
the computer data?
Most Testers just want to be
able to log on to the Test, perform it to DVSA standards and
then log off. The preponderance of information that has to
be accessed by links is not being
widely used. Special Notices
are being ticked as being read
when they are not, which could
lead to a Tester not Testing to
the most up to date standard.
However DVSA have evidence
from the ticked box that indicates that it has been read and
as is we all know, ignorance is
no defence!
With the reports such as Test
Quality Information and Test
Logs now integral to monitoring
Testing performance, and providing indicators to improve or
worsen Risk Assessment scores,
the requirement for strong,
capable and trained management is more vital than ever
before. The role of Site Manager
is often passed around with few
people readily accepting the role
voluntarily and is often dumped

on the most experienced Tester.
Going forwards this won’t be
good enough as the statistics
must be viewed, understood
and acted upon, because inside
DVSA this is exactly what’s happening with DVSA visits often
being made as a result.
To make matters worse
advances on the MTS system
now permit the performance
of multi-site AEs to be automatically grouped together. An
example here is of a dealership group having received a
warning as to the number of
incorrect registrations that have
occurred across the group and
that further instances will result
in disciplinary action. Prior to
the MTS system the only way
to get this detail would be to
trail through individual files,
which may be spread across
the Area offices in the country
– not viable!
One of the first checks to
make and has recently been
made available is that as an
Authorised Examiner or Site
Manager, you’ll now be able to
see the following information
when a Tester registers a Test
and again when it is complete:

John Ashton
Director,
MOT Club
and how Testers have accessed
the MOT Testing service.

How cookies can help you

The cookies in the Test log relate
to the machine used to log in to
the service. They can indicate
whether a Tester has used different devices or accessed the
system from different locations.
This information can highlight any activities that are out
of the ordinary and where further investigation should ensue.
Previous Topical Tips have
covered areas such as retests
on measured items undertaken
in seconds, plus when entering
brake readings the MTS system
will identify where a re-entry
has been made (ie to result in
a pass / fail to suit needs). Frequent instances by the same
Tester will be investigated.

Essential computer skills

70% of the VTS Risk Score now
derives from Tester performance from computer analysis. So it is imperative that all
Site Managers are also judged
on their capability to understand analysis of computer data.
Managers don’t have to do it all
themselves – they just have to
ensure that it is done and investigated in a ‘computer savvy’ way
for each Tester.

Annual subscription
only £30

◆ No MOT? No problem… The
boss of a taxi firm was found
guilty at a South Derbyshire
magistrates court of allowing
one of the firms vehicles to
be used without a valid MOT
on over 300 journeys. The
reason we are running the
story, however, is the pittance
of the fine he was given.
Fahad Shabbir the private hire
operator for LE Taxis in Long
Eaton admitted the offence
and was fined £125 as a result.
What a pittance! In fact a police
officer finding a driver without
a valid MOT can demand a
fixed penalty of £100, which
is reasonable, especially if the
MOT is only a couple of days
out of date, it’s a privately
owned vehicle and would have
passed anyway. Surely though,
a more stringent penalty nearer
the maximum of £1,000 should
apply when the vehicle has
been used commercially to
carry paying passengers!

• the IP address
• the browser used
• cookie information
relating to the login

This will help you check where

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions

or Tel: 0208 998 6742
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With DVSA using sophisticate algorithms to grade Testers,
MOT Managers will need to be much more computer savvy to
analyse Testing data and discover why their Testers have got a
red RAG rating.

www.motester.co.uk

ELBS10
COUNTER TOP DISPLAY +
140 FAST MOVING BULBS!

SUBSCRIPTION
RENEWALS
(including MOT SHIELD)
AN INVOICE/
RE-SUBSCRIPTION form
will be posted to you if our
records indicate that this is
your final issue.
Easiest cheapest, quickest method:
pay directly from your bank account
BACS Payment to 20-38-83
30145629
Reference: your subscriber number.
or send a cheque to: MOT Testing, 12 Princes Gardens,
London W5 1SD, or telephone 0208 998 6742 to pay by
credit card.
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140

Box
ed
Bulb
s

THE PERFECT AUTOMOTIVE BULB
STOCK AND DISPLAY SOLUTION FOR
GARAGES AND MOT STATIONS
The ELTA ELBS10 counter top bulb stand is an instant
stock and display solution. Positioning the most popular
automotive bulbs right where you need them.
The stand includes 140 of the fastest moving bulbs,
individually boxed for quick and easy identification.
With an unrivalled reputation for quality and 25 years of
expertise, the ELTA Automotive bulb offering is the first
choice of automotive professionals throughout the world.

EB0472SB

x5

EB0233SB

x10

EB0477SB

x5

EB0239SB

x10

EB0448SB

x5

EB0245SB

x10

EB0380SB

x10

EB0286SB

x10

EB0382SB

x10

EB0498SB

x10

EB0580SB

x5

EB0501SB

x20

EB0581SB

x10

EB0921SB

x10

EB0207SB

x10

140 BULBS!

Contact ELTA Automotive on
01675 466 999 or visit ELTA.co.uk
to find your nearest distributor.
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Readers’ Letters
Star Letter

The writer gets FREE SUBSCRIPTION to MOTT&AE FOR A YEAR for this letter.
Let us have your letter now – you could win a year’s free subscription worth £30.

Contact the editor at: editor@motester.co.uk

To retain a cherished number plate, for transfer to another vehicle, or when the vehicle’s sold,
The vehicle must have a valid MOT. But what if the MOT was issued fraudulently? DVSA say it
might affect the transfer. Surely if proven it should negate that transfer?

MOT falsified to get
Registration retention?

Dear Sir,
I would like to pick your
brains if I can please?
If someone falsifies an MOT
Test, to enable a Vehicle
Registration to be put on to
Retention and it was found out
to have been an illegal MOT,
would the registration number
revert back to the original
vehicle from whence it came?
Or would the person who’s got
it on retention now, be able to
retain the number?
I bought a Vehicle in
September which, in the images
(I saw) showed one registration
number. But when delivered it
was the same vehicle but with
a different registration number.
The vehicle belonged to
the same owner from 1979
- 2017 according the the V5c
but it states new ownership
since November 2017 but the
document reference number is
detailed as the same month the
Vehicle was MOT’d – ‘March
2018’.
Yet the Vehicle looks like

it’s been sat in a garage since
1979… in a very poor state of
disrepair, defective and missing parts, it doesn’t even start
or run…
Please can you confirm
if the transferred number
would revert back to the
original vehicle if an illegal MOT has been used
to transfer the registration plate? Or would the
current keeper retain it?

DVSA added the following: “Further
Information
“If a motorist does have a
concern about the quality of
an MOT, they are encouraged
to report it to DVSA via this
downloadable form:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/complainabout-an-mot

Awarding Body says ‘speak to
the DVSA’ and nobody is prepared to take responsibility.
The list of accepted qualifications published by the
Awarding Bodies seem to vary
considerably, and it shouldn’t,
as these have been agreed by
all parties including the DVSA.
We’ve also lost business to
other training centres in situations where the qualification is
not clear, and under instruction from the Awarding body
we have been told to reject the
application, only to find days
later the candidate has enrolled
on a course with another training centre who have been told
the qualification is acceptable!
In some cases, training centres are less stringent at checking qualifications and eligibility
requirements than we are, however, this could lead to some
centres losing their approval if
audited by the Awarding Body.
Ben Roberts
Managing Director
The MOT Club.
Dear Sir,
(Regarding training) here is an
overview of what we face on a
weekly basis. We often receive
calls from potential MOT Tester
candidates that don’t meet the
DVSA criteria of a minimum of a
level 3 ‘maintenance and repair’
qualification and fall well short
of the required four years full
time experience working on the
class of vehicle they wish to Test.
On numerous occasions I
have to refuse to sell them an
MOT Testers course as they
don’t meet the experience criteria, only to find that the same
person gets in touch with the
recruitment side of the business
a few months later looking for
work as a newly qualified MOT
Tester.
How can they have suddenly
gained the necessary four years’
experience? In my opinion some
training providers are enrolling
candidates on courses knowing
they don’t meet the full criteria (and charging accordingly).
Once the candidate has passed
the course they are then qualified, they also have to undertake a DVSA demonstration
test and it is at this point that
they are then signed off by the
DVSA. Who’s responsibility is it
to check that each Tester meets
the necessary criteria?
…measures need to be put
into place to ensure that candidates meet all the criteria
whether that be by the DVSA or
the training provider. Either way
in some cases this is not being
carried out and potentially having a damaging effect on our

Annual subscription
only £30
RMD Autos

We sent a copy of this letter to the
DVSA for comment, here’s their
response:
Neil Barlow, DVSA’s Head of
Vehicle Engineering, said:
“DVSA’s priority is to help
everyone keep their vehicle safe
to drive. We work with a range
of partner agencies to combat
MOT fraud – this includes the
DVLA. Should we find that an
MOT has not been done, we will
correct our records. That may
have some effect on any transfer
of registration marks.”

Seeing the vehicle shortly
after the apparent MOT is important. It isn’t always possible to
have certainty when the MOT
was longer ago and we don’t
have clear evidence of whether
it was or wasn’t inspected.
In use checks on the
roadworthiness of private (non
commercial) vehicles are the
responsibility of the police.”

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions
I suggest that in this situation,
especially if the vehicle is in the
letter writer’s possession, and still
in exceptionally poor condition,
appealing the MOT would still be
worthwhile, especially if it still
looks as if it had been in a barn or
field for some years. Ed.

or Tel: 0208 998 6742

MOT Tester training

We received these next two letters
after we asked the MOT Club and
Autotech Recruit (both offer Tester
training) regarding Tester trainees’
previous motor trade experience
after the issue appeared on the MOT
Forum and subsequently featured in
Forum Fragments:
Dear Sir,
With regards to the training, we

have found dealing with both the
DVSA and the Awarding bodies
very frustrating in terms of getting guidance around the eligibility requirements, particularly
when it comes to confirming if
a prospective candidate’s qualifications are deemed eligible,
but also whether they have the
required four years’ experience.
For example, it is not clearly
stated anywhere if an appren-

ticeship counts towards the four
years’ experience; we contacted
the DVSA to get clarification on
this because none of the awarding bodies could give us a clear
answer. It turns out it partly
depends on the type of apprenticeship served so still a headache to solve!
There is a common situation where the DVSA say, ‘talk
to the Awarding Body’ and the
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industry and worse case the law
abiding road user.
Mandla Ndhiovu
Head of Apprentice & Training,
Autotech Recruit
This letter came unsolicited…
Dear Sir,
We are constantly exasperated when quoted by potential
MOT Testers that they have
found a course that is shorter
and cheaper than ours. I have
reported this to the (authorities) and worry that some MOT
Training is prompted more by
commercial interest than maintaining standards.
Nevertheless we will
continue to offer the course
using the correct standards at a
reasonable price. All we can do
is maintain our own standards
and hope the cowboys fall away
or get caught out.
Russell Hill, Chiltern
Development Training Ltd.
In the light of these letters and
a piece in Forum Fragments, we
cover it in more detail in Testing
Times. Ed.

Tester confusion

Dear sir
I am a Tester that takes my job
very seriously and have never
had any problems with DVSA.
I recently noticed however
that my risk score had dropped
from amber to red.
I’m concerned with this as
I haven’t had any visit from my
local VE and have been advised
by a third party that this is
probably down to my individual
fail rates not comparing well to
the national averages ie higher.

As I work in an area where
our customers tend to drive old
vehicles, I feel it’s unfair that I’m
being penalised for Testing older
cars, which by their very nature
means they’re more likely to fail.
Surely DVSA’s audit system
could incorporate an algorithm that takes all such mitigating factors into account? As
things stand the only way I can
improve my risk score is to pass
items that should fail!
I’m doing my job properly
and feel that this current risk
assessment is seriously flawed.
MOT shield member
Name and details withheld by
request.
This issue is further discussed in
‘Spotlight on’… Ed.

The Adam Smith Institute
says, “Scrap the MOT”…

Dear Sir,
So, the government wants to
save the motorist £250m (by
scrapping the MOT). Pardon me
for being a cynic but something
is seriously awry here. By the
DVSA figures approx 1/3 (it’s
actually more Ed) of the vehicles
Tested in a year fail the Test,
which means that 9.3 million
vehicles are not roadworthy for
one reason or another. That’s
a very substantial chunk of
vehicles on the road.
We are a small country
garage and MOT station and
have a very wide variety of vehicles through our doors from
local farmers’ scruffy working trucks to smart executive
cruisers, camper vans and everything in between. Each year
we are presented with a late
registered Porsche 911 which,

at first glance, looks fabulous.
Every year it fails. A nearly
new high speed machine is
thus kept off the road until it’s
sorted. Camper vans that look
very cared for also fail. Why?
In the main, it’s because they
are never used, parked up and
stationary for most of the year
but expected to undertake a
marathon holiday journey fully
loaded with kit, kids and all
sorts including a full tank of
water that can weigh more than
the owners could imagine. Again,
these vehicles are kept off the
road until sorted and safe. As for
the others, a fair proportion fail
and are repaired and made safe.
In other words, we as a local
garage and MOT station, do our
bit to keep our motorists and
their families safe and mobile.
Given the authorities drive
for safety vis speeding and
therefore justifying cameras
which, lo and behold, also generate massive income, it seems
a somewhat puzzling dichotomy
to want to save motorists money
by scrapping the very test that
keeps them safe. A simple inexpensive test to ensure road worthiness of the one and a half ton
plus of metal that hurtles them
down the road at 70mph with
only four palm-sized bits of rubber in contact with the road surface at any one time.
What will be introduced
in its place? DVSA road-side
checks with accompanying
massive fines for un-roadworthy
vehicles thus transferring the
onus onto the driver/owner to
know more about their vehicle?
My Testers have been
mechanics for many years and
have a wealth of knowledge and
experience. They Test vehicles

with expensive and sophisticated equipment that has to be
regularly calibrated to ensure
accuracy. Do the ‘powers that
be’ honestly expect the general
motoring public to be able to
do this with ANY segment of
accuracy More to the point, how
could they? And before anyone
says ‘hang on’… 9.3 million vehicles support my hypothesis...!
As for instructing the Adam
Smith Institute to undertake
the review, that in itself beggars
belief. They are an economic
think tank and amongst other
things formed the intellectual
driving-force behind privatising state-owned industries during Margaret Thatcher’s tenure.
Right or wrong as that may have
been, what do they ‘know or
understand’ about motor vehicles and the way they function
and most importantly, are maintained? The argument they put
forward “....cars are much better built and more reliable these
days, so do not need to be MOT
Tested...and road safety would
be unaffected by scrapping the
MOT....” just goes to demonstrate their woeful ignorance
and complete lack of understanding of the subject and cars
and owners.
An economic think-tank
espousing theory on this aspect
of the motoring industry? As I’ve
said, excuse my cynicism.
David Self
Darcroft Garage & MOT Centre
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Forum Fragments

salt but recently I’ve spoken
to a mechanic that has just
completed his NT NVQ and he
told me there were quite a
few candidates with no trade
experience on the course. One
being a fish & chip shop owner
and another being a salesman
with his own car lot. I know
some of the training providers
are crooks (a few years ago I
was offered my driver CPC for
cash). Has anyone else come
across this? If so I think
it’s a hornets nest that needs
kicking!

Whilst it should be noted that the
Adam Smith Institute is not the
Government, it does have close
links with the Conservative Party.
Nevertheless, David’s letter is spot
on! Ed.

question to be answered is ‘do
you have to show certificated
proof that you have before
you are allowed to undertake
tester’s training?’ The other
thing is of course with this
training being outsourced to
commercially driven companies,
are they going to turn down
the fees if somebody wants to
train but has no experience?
Who’s responsibility is it
now, to make sure somebody with
new tester’s qualifications
meets all other criteria to
be employed as a tester?
The training company? The
prospective employer? I am
fairly confident DVSA is not
going to accept that it’s their
responsibility. I am glad
sledge brought this up. I know
it is not something I had even
considered, but I will now.

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions

ONLINE MOT Testing Forum
On the MOT Testing website
(www.motester.co.uk),
MOT Testing professionals discuss MOT issues and help
members of the public with MOT queries. Here’s a sample…

or Tel: 0208 998 6742

This item from the MOT Tester’s
Forum, raising some important
MOT Training issues, prompted us
to take the matter up with the MOT
Training Industry, and is covered in
both Testing Times and Readers’
Letters in this issue.

Four years experience?

There is a requirement that new
MOT Tester should not only have
the requisite qualifications before
becoming qualified as Testers, but
should also have had at least four
years full time employment as

vehicle technicians – but is that
checked?

Sledge posted
Until recently I was working
as an agency NT. While filling
a post at a garage in Derby, I
was told that their regular
Tester had been “fast tracked”
I asked for an explanation
and was told that six months
prior to becoming a NT he had
worked for Tesco as a shelf
stacker and had no previous
experience in the trade. At the
time I took it with a pinch of

Aylesbury Jock said:
I must admit I was fairly
certain that although you
can complete the testers
training in a matter of weeks
you still had to have four
years’ experience working
on the vehicle class you are
going to test. I suppose the
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Continues on page 12…

(…Forum Fragments continued
from page 11)
Sledge responded:
Thanks for your reply Aylesbury
Jock. I did have a bit of a
look into it and it seems it’s
the duty of the training body
to determine the validity of
the entry qualifications and
proof of four years experience.
If this isn’t asking for
trouble, I don’t know what is.
I was also told that
the failure rate for the
demonstration tests was 65%.
I had never heard of anyone
failing a demo test before
but it seems common now. I’m
waiting to see my local VE and
see what he has to say about
it too.
Castrolrob then chipped in:
Testers that haven’t got any
experience aren’t new. In
the early eighties I used to
work with one who puzzled me
because he knew so little. It
turned out he had done the full
college bit for City and Guilds,
but had only actually worked
as a grease monkey for about
8 months. Another who was a
manager at the same place, had
only ever worked in a garage
as either manager/tyre fitter.
He passed the exam and was a
licenced Tester for about 15
yers despite being unable to
fit so much as pads to his own
car. Just two amongst dozens
I’ve met. It’s getting a little
rarer now, but there’s still
plenty out there.

conduct further checks into an individual’s
qualifications for MOT testing if there is
reason for concern.”

TRAINING, REGULATIONS, ENFORCEMENT:
NEED HELP?
CALL AN INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT!

Unfortunately, none of that actually
answers the question. So I contacted the Awarding Bodies, ABC,
IMI, and City and Guilds – which
also failed to provide a definitive
answer. (See also Testing Times) Ed.

E. B. L. P A RT N E R S H I P
T

We all know that this is
the case, and that weeks, or
months later a vehicle with
a pass certificate can become
un-roadworthy, and would
fail the MOT – yet sometimes
when a problem arises soon
after an MOT pass, things can
work against the interests of
motorists…

Stealth responded first:
Hi and welcome to the forum.
Diagnostic checks are not
part of the MOT test, so no
code reading, the Tester is
only required to record the
fault as seen. EML/MIL lamp
illuminated applies to all
diesel vehicles registered
after 1st July 2008.

MOT Licence under threat?
Want the best defence?
Speak to the experts!

M

O
T

Former executives of DVSA’s Appeals HQ Division having
dealt with 1,000’s of cases, our specialist knowledge will be
used to your best advantage.

MOT pass, ‘only on the day
of the test’…

Pparsons posted:
Hi, I own a motorhome, when
we purchased it they put it
through its MOT, it failed
because the MIL was illuminated,
on the fail sheet it lists it
as “Engine MIL inoperative
or indicates a malfunction
[8.2.1.2(h)].” My question
is, would they have put a code
reader on to find out why it
was illuminated or is it part
of another process? Any help
gratefully received

O

M

Consultants to Allianz Cornhill MOT Protection scheme.

Phone Eamonn on 01225 340858
Fax: 01225 344 650 Mobile: 07971 164417 – Available 7 days a week
email: eamonnloney3@aol.com

The MOT Testing Forums are on:
http://forums.motester.co.uk
Ask a question, or answer a user’s MOT query

It is proving to be an absolute
nightmare!!
Markt suggested:
Hi, best get the codes read as
to why its going into limp mode
before you take it back and
complain.. .as said by Stealth
the light covers various
faults...not just what you’ve
had repaired.
Paul S offered:
Hello, in addition to getting
the codes read as to why its
going into limp mode, before
you take it back and complain
make sure its got the right
engine oil… as in Low SAPS
make sure its a C1, C2 or C3
specification as in what’s
listed for the motor.. it can
make the difference.

& https://www.financialombudsman.org.uk/publications/
ombudsman-news/79/79-carfinance.htm
PParsons finally noted:
Thanks for your replies. I
have taken legal advice and
am in the process of writing
to the finance company and the
dealer, trying to disprove the
vehicle inspection report. It
has also gone to the financial
ombudsman but they will be
three months before they can
look at it. Unfortunately the
motor ombudsman will not look
at it because the dealer is not
accredited to them!
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Finally, Stealth, thought to be
ex-DVSA offered:
I’ve got concerns about
the level of training since
(Training) was privatised.
Some of the questions (and
answers) from newly qualified
Testers have to be seen to be
believed.

PParsons was pleased to get a
response:
Thanks for the reply. So
it is presumed that it is to
do with emissions? Apparently
they changed the dpf sensor and
it then passed the MOT on the
same day.

PParsons provided more
information:
Thanks for all your replies.
We bought the motorhome in July,
EML came on in August. Code
that is being read is P0697,
which is intermittent. Although
more often now. The finance
company have had an independent
inspector look at it, the van
is still in limp mode and EML
is illuminated, but they won’t
uphold my complaint because
they say it is maintenance
issues. and the van “was in
satisfactory condition” at
purchase. Not sure how it can
be maintenance when we had
only owned it for 37 days! It
is 5 years old and since we
purchased it we have used it
for probably 14 days!

In this instance that initial MOT pass
after the ‘dpf sensor’ was changed
has worked against PParsons’ best
interests. If that had not, albeit temporarily, extinguished the engine
malfunction indicator lamp, the
MOT failure problem would have
remained with the dealer – it is
very difficult, however to understand how the finance company’s
‘expert’ could testify that it was a
‘maintenance’ issue and the responsibility of the buyer so soon after
the purchase. I agree with Stealth,
PParsons’ best bet is to go to the
local Trading Standards office. Ed.
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I asked DVSA as to whether or not
they formally checked that MOT
Tester candidates did indeed have
the four years prior experience
required to become a Tester. (Ed):
Neil Barlow, DVSA’s Head of Vehicle
Engineering, said:

Stealth said:
Yes, the lamp usually indicates
a fault with the emissions
control systems, including
numerous sensors etc. Pleased
you got it fixed quickly &
hopefully not too expensive.

or Tel: 0208 998 6742

“DVSA’s priority is to help everyone keep
their vehicle safe to drive. The qualifications
and training requirements for people who
wish to become an MOT Tester are rigorous.
We maintain a strong quality control regime
and the recent improvement to risk ratings
provides further safeguards”.
The e-mail added:
“Further Information
In order to qualify as an MOT Tester,
individuals must have at least four years’
experience as a motor mechanic. Commercial
training providers are responsible for
checking that candidates meet the criteria for
training as MOT Testers. DVSA can and will

PParsons then sprang a
surprise:
It was all done before we
bought it, so no cost to us
at the time. But unfortunately
the light keeps illuminating
and it goes in to limp mode. I
am trying to trace it back to
see if we can link it back to
before we purchased it so we
can make a claim against them.

Four wheel drive vehicle –
just two wheels driven.

Jtlondon posted:
My car works on two wheel drive,
but four wheel drive is no
longer possible. Is that an MOT
pass or fail?

Stealth simply said:
Trading Standards

Stealth responded:
Hi jtlondon welcome to the
forum. No problem as far as the
MOT test is concerned.

Paul S offered two websites:
https://www.
themotorombudsman.org/consumers/
independent-vehicle-reports

Stealth is correct there is no specific defect for even a fixed four
wheel drive vehicle to fail if it
defaults to two wheel drive. Ed.
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MOT SHIELD
ADV E RT I S E ME N T

SECURITY AND PEACE OF MIND FOR AES AND TESTERS

Introducing what we think is the perfect solution to
the anxiety and high cost of protecting your business
from withdrawal from the MOT Scheme.

1 year

MOT
Consultancy
cover for
only

£99+VAT*

I

n a nutshell, MOT SHIELD will defend you against any DVSAinitiated disciplinary action which you may find yourself on
the receiving end of. The cost, at only £99 per year (plus VAT)
is tiny, even if only compared to the cost of employing an
industry consultant or solicitor, but if time spent away from
running your business, not to mention the cost of losing
your business if your efforts fail are taken into account, the
cost is almost vanishingly small. Even more so when the free
subscription to MOT Testing magazine, worth £30 on its own,
is taken into account.
MOT SHIELD has been going for over three years now, and it
has been well-received. Those who have taken it up are secure in
the knowledge that should they receive a dreaded ‘Contemplation
of Withdrawal’ letter from DVSA, they just need to dial the number
of their allocated consultant, and he’ll take it from there. A positive
outcome, in terms of reduced points or complete overturn in the
vast majority – comfortably exceeding 75% – of cases is usually
achieved by our consultants.
“Why should I worry about it?” you may ask. “I take good care of
my business, I watch my NTs carefully, they are well-trained, I have
a QC regime in place and I’ve never had a problem”.
A good point. In the last issue we published two examples of cases
which ‘came out of nowhere’ and which could have had disastrous
effects on the businesses concerned, had they not been successfully
appealed by our consultant (see our website if you missed it: www.
motester.co.uk/mot-shield).
“But I’m quite capable of writing my own letters” you might say.

DVSA: “You missed 18 faults”

The complainant raised the case with DVSA, following another
VTS saying that his car should never have passed the Test a few
weeks earlier at the AE/Tester’s premises.
From the 18 defects there were several brake pipe issues, several
occurrences of corrosion in prescribed areas, and some other mechanical
items, ie tyre tread level below 1.6mm etc.
The Tester disputed that he would have passed a vehicle in such poor
condition and was adamant that the vehicle had been tampered with
since his MOT Test. But how could he prove this?
Well, the answer is, he couldn’t! He was duly interviewed and several
weeks later the dreaded letter from DVSA arrived through his letter box
stating that he’d missed 18 defects and had 490 debit points against
him as NT and AE.
The Tester was devastated with the accusations. He approached MOT
SHIELD, again, unfortunately after he had received the DVSA letter, which
meant that we were only able to take the case on under normal terms.
However, after our consultant’s ‘forensic examination’ of the case and
lodging of defence representations, DVSA came back with a reduced
sanction of 40 points, i.e. two defects instead of 18! We are not finished
yet and have appealed that decision and are confident of getting the case
thrown out all together.
What does ‘forensic examination’ entail? Well, DVSA are part of the
civil service and they must abide by certain rules and regulations. If
they are to remove a man’s livelihood, they are bound to follow certain
procedures themselves, i.e. to ensure that all parties have been treated
fairly and properly. Failing to adhere to their own rules means that they
could be open to accusations of maladministration, which could result in
costs being awarded against them in a successful Ombudsman challenge.
Our MOT Consultants know what procedures DVSA need to follow.
Could the representations and correspondence in these cases
have been handled by the AE himself? Of course. Would that have
been as successful? Perhaps. Would it have been more timeconsuming and stressful for the AE and NT involved? Almost
certainly – and that’s where MOT SHIELD comes in. Subscribe
before you receive the disciplinary letter from DVSA.

The extra workload and stress of dealing with a threat to
your MOT Testing business can be disruptive and
cause further problems.
Do you have time? Do you really have a deep understanding of all
the the issues which might come to bear on your case? Employment
law, DVSA procedures, civil service procedures regarding their own
maladministration? Our consultants are.
The case described here is another example which illustrates
that even in a situation where the AE/Tester was confronted with
highly unlikely accusations which nonetheless were impossible to
refute, an experienced professional MOT consultant can save the
day, where an honest garage proprietor may struggle.

MOT SHIELD – a game-changing development

Is it worth £99 a year to have a consultant take your disciplinary
matters on, on your behalf? How much is your time worth?
MOT SHIELD’s annual cost is designed to be a ‘no-brainer’;
low enough that even the smallest Testing Station can afford it –
equivalent to just two MOT Tests per year – but it could save you
thousands of pounds, months of stress and possibly your business.
Continue into 2019 with the double benefits of MOT SHIELD and
subscription to MOT Testing Magazine – subscribe today.
Phone 0208 998 6742, or visit: www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions.
*Total price incl. £13.80 VAT now £112.80
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Too low to be true? At only £99. many
AEs think it’s too good to miss:
00

❶ A phone number to dial immediately if you

receive a disciplinary communication from DVSA,

❷ Followed by full written representation by a

top UK MOT Consultant, all the way through to
completion of representation,

❸ Subscription to MOT Testing Magazine (worth
£30 on its own!)

www.motester.co.uk

Lead article… continued from page 1.

and will you be compelled to
upgrade?
As we understand it, once
DVSA’s own pilot project has
proved the system, then a more
comprehensive pilot, perhaps
using a national MOT group
will undertake full field trials
of the system leading to final
roll out with an RBT having an
IP address.
We’ve heard on the grapevine that the first stage will
begin roll-out during the third
quarter of this year – that’s
some time between June and
September, after which if all
goes to plan, appropriately
approved RBT equipment’s
MOT Test outcomes will go
directly to DVSA’s computer
which calculates RBT pass/
fail outcomes. We’ve spoken
to GEA’s Chief Executive, Dave
Garratt who says:
“Testing authorities across
the globe have been linking test
equipment directly to the authorities’ computer for some time
now and it makes a lot of sense.
Not only does it speed up the
test, but it also reduces test-data
input errors. This DVSA project
is the first step towards networking equipment in the UK and will
hopefully grow to include the
whole test lane.”

Just a start

However, linking RBTs to the
internet is just the start of the
development of fully linked up
MOT Testing lanes. So what’s the
next step? Here’s how we think
DVSA’s plan to reach the point
of fully linked and automatic
MOT Testing Lanes will pan out.

In the future, new headlamp Test equipment will be required containing digital cameras to identify
the beam pattern and its aim – imperative on modern vehicles, whose headlamps can’t be checked
any other way.

Annual subscription
only £30

Emissions Equipment
This is DVSA’s proposed next
step after linking up the RBTs.
To get emission results to DVSA,
the emissions equipment will
need to be either hard-wired
or connected wirelessly to the
RBT to send their results back
to DVSA. We understand that
the vast majority of equipment
will be easily adapted to meet
any new requirements, especially since many VTSs had to
purchase new emissions equipment for last May’s changes –
most upgrades should only
require a relatively straightforward software change. Once
connected, emission print-outs
should become unnecessary,
the result being on the pass/fail
certificate.

(MILs) showing an MOT failure,
as well as confirming the VIN
number. We were surprised at
this. Linking OBD into the system has some difficulties. Whilst
many modern vehicles may well
have a wireless link to the vehicle’s diagnostic data, most will
require a hard-wired link to a
device able to transfer the data
to the RBT (or whichever piece
of kit has the IP address). Also,
the only commonality is the
‘European On-Board-Diagnostic’
socket and some vehicle manufacturers have recently taken to
encrypting that output – possibly illegally by EU law (which is
currently being challenged by
Europe’s version of the Garage
Equipment Association). So if
DVSA try to take that step, they
could face some thorny problems with car-makers defending what they see as their legal
right to protect their software
protocols, and obstacles put in
DVSA’s way by some car makers
encrypting the data.

Testers’ observations of the
beam pattern and position on
the screen in the Headlamp
Beam setter. However this can
now all be done with video cameras which digitally read the
images and transfer the data
back to DVSA. This means that
all current headlamp test equipment will need to be changed.
So every Testing Station at some
future date will need such equipment if the DVSA do decide to
fully automate the MOT system,
which is not a bad thing when
you consider that modern LED
headlamps need to be aligned
using electronic assessment.

their list. If a digital camera
captures the vehicle’s registration number as it enters the
bay, there’s little chance of an
error. Whereas currently Testers
often enter the wrong registration number – and when the
vehicle flagged up is the same,
make, model, and even the same
colour, the Tester carries on
without realising there’s one
digit wrong which happens
quite frequently. The result is
a car given a new MOT despite
never having been in the Test
bay, and the vehicle inspected
still hasn’t got an MOT, even if it
passed the inspection. Of course
this should be easily avoided if
Testers checked the vehicle’s
VIN number, and entered that,
which with the wrong registration would show an error.
However, too many Testers don’t
do that, so a vehicle gets an MOT
which hasn’t been in the bay!

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions

or Tel: 0208 998 6742

On Board Diagnostics (OBD)
The next piece of linked equipment, according to the outline
plans we’ve heard will be On
Board Diagnostics – covering
Malfunctioning Indicator lamps

Headlamp test equipment
In the current MOT Test, all
headlamp aim and beam shape
pass/fail decisions are made by

Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR)
Surprisingly ANPR to read the
registration number as vehicles enter the Test lane seems
to be at the end of DVSA’s wish
list for fully automated and connected MOT Testing – yet from
the number of incorrect registration entries they have had
to deal with, and their plans to
formalise disciplinary action
around such mistakes, (see
DVSA Matters) you would have
expected this to be higher on
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So when will all this
happen?

Existing Testing Stations won’t
be compelled to immediately
rush out and buy new connectable Roller Brake test equipment,
(Continues on page 16)

4-6 June 2019, NEC

The UK’s leading exhibition for the automotive aftermarket and
vehicle production industry targeting trade visitors from the UK

Leading
suppliers
confirmed

In association with

www.automechanika-birmingham.com
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continued from page 14.

emission equipment or headlamp beam setters. Well, not
for a while…
From what we’ve heard,
new Sites, however will have
to use the new equipment – as
each item is ‘rolled-out’, mainly
because only such mandated
equipment will be available on
the market for use in MOT Testing Stations once the standards
have been set. It’s also likely

L

that some new cars will only
be able to be Tested using the
new equipment, but any details
here remain unclear.
What is most likely to happen in practice is that larger
commercial groups with multiple Testing Stations will probably update quite quickly, but
other smaller VTSs, constituting the bulk of Test Stations
might be slower to adapt, wary
of the cost involved of purchas-

ing new RBTs, and upgrading smoke-meters and 4-gas
analysers.
Yet at some stage DVSA will
set a compliance deadline –
although that has yet to be
decided and could be some
time into the future – especially
as no dates have yet been set
for completion of the development work.
Then, of course, there’s the
issue of the MOT fee – surely

if VTSs have to fork out more
money, then a fee increase will
be an integral part of the plan?
Well no, it hasn’t happened
before when DVSA load costs
on to Testing Stations, and from
what we’ve heard, there are no
plans to increase the fee at any
time soon in this instance either.
If DVSA want hi-tech test
lanes, then increase the MOT
fee so Testing Stations can
afford them!

Project planning and pricing…

et’s stand back for a moment and consider the MOT in a wider context. The
MOT Test is a national project concerning the annual safety inspection of about
30 million vehicles, each covering on average about 10,000 miles or more each
year – about 300 billion miles altogether, carrying on average of, say 1.5 people
per car – that’s 450 billion passenger miles every year. Compare that with the
country’s national railway system, which Government figures say provides 40
billion passenger miles of transport each year, a tenth of road transport regarding
MOT Testable vehicles.
Like the MOT Scheme, railway travel increasing the regulated MOT fee.
is delivered by commercial businesses to
The difference is obvious – during an
commuters with most of the fees (fares) interview on rail fair increases, the Seccontrolled and monitored by the Govern- retary of State for Transport Chris Grayling
ment via a regulating agency. And when blamed the unions and pay increases. Yet
those fares increase, despite commuter there’s also pressure on MOT Tester’s pay
protests, the reasons given are ‘invest- from a shortage of Testers.
So whilst the analogy we’re drawing
ment’. The project is controlled and strategically managed as a whole, including isn’t exact in detail (not all the fares are
the fares. This year there was an over regulated), the principle is exactly the same.
inflation increase of 3% - despite the The regulated train fares are a key part of
the integral planning of the whole. That
worst punctuality record for 13 years!
Yet that doesn’t happen with the MOT doesn’t happen with the MOT.
Yet while DVSA load costs onto Test– why? Surely it is at the very least unprofessional, and at worst incompetent that ing Stations, Chris Grayling does nothing
DVSA make grand plans involving costs about the fee, and it remains frozen. The
to Testing Stations – whether it is extend- conclusion is obvious, Testing Stations are
ing the MOT inspection, privatising train- exploited because they don’t have the power
ing, equipment upgrades, administrative the rail unions have to force the issue.
Finally, the DfT often cite discounting
requirements, (eg management processes) or extra disciplinary rules and as a reason not to increase the MOT fee
so on without any discussion with the – yet it is relatively easy to get discounted
Department for Transport, or the MOT railway journeys! (despite the government
Trade about meeting these extra costs by allowing the railway companies annual

above-inflation increases).
Don’t blame DVSA…
Our editor is aware that the DVSA would
prefer that the fee were set at a level so
it doesn’t become an issue for the MOT
Scheme, and their officials worked with
the trade and the DfT in London throughout 2016 to reach a point where a revised
increased fee could be reached. However
the DfT did not ‘follow through’ and the
fee remains frozen. We believe that DVSA’s
efforts to bring Britain’s MOT technology
into the 21st Century must be applauded,
whilst MInister Chris Grayling not arranging
for an MOT fee increase, not just regarding
inflation since 2010, but also to cover the
extra costs already incurred, and the costs
of installing up to date Test lanes into the
future can justifiably be heavily criticised.
At MOT Testing we look forward to a situation where vehicles drive in for an MOT Test
and have their number plates automatically
read, so that and the vehicle’s VIN number
automatically comes up on the computer;
and during the inspection the emissions, RBT,
and headlamp Test results are all automatically sent to DVSA’s computer for the pass/
fail decision. Also, albeit in dreamland for
the time being, a time when the fee has a
minimum level set and an upper regulated
figure which reflects the true cost of delivering the very best MOT inspection world-wide!

Annual subscription
only £30

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions
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IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?
DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.
Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

www.gea.co.uk
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25%+

OF THE 22,000 UK MOT PREMISES
NOW USE BOSTON GARAGE EQUIPMENT

WHY ?

• HIGHEST QUALITY
• 100% EUROPEAN / UK BUILT
• VERY COMPETITIVE
• UP TO 7m MOT PLATFORMS (unique in UK)
• ANY POST CONTROL OPTION (unique in europe)
• FULL AGENT SUPPORT THROUGHOUT UK

NEVER BUY MOT EQUIPMENT WITHOUT
SPEAKING TO BOSTON !

7

METRE
PLATFORMS

FREE
SITE

SURVEYS

ANY
POST

CONTROL

FREE

DVSA
PLANS

www.bostonequipment.com
0800 085 0620

sales@bostonequipment.com
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SEE WEBSITE FOR THE FULL RANGE OF BOSTON GARAGE EQUIPMENT AND SPECIFICATIONS.

30
YEARS

OF EXCELLENCE

Here are a
few more
examples
of some
recent DVSA
disciplinary
investigations
that resulted
from
accidental
errors on
the part of
Testers.
Contemplated disciplinary
action

W

hen DVSA have carried
out an investigation
and interviewed all relevant
parties concerned, the VE’s
paperwork is sent to the
Bristol HQ where their Case
Review Team formally write
to the AE and NT to invite a
written defence against the
allegations.
For over 30 years DVSA have
agreed that an ‘Agent’ like myself
may make ‘defence’ representations for AEs and NTs. They’re
now insisting, however, that
Agents must provide a letter of
authority from you giving permission to represent you, which,
of course may include the disclosure of documents by DVSA
concerning the case.
Normally this isn’t a problem as most consultants/solicitors generally get an instruction
memo from a client, which is
OK. However this new ‘rule’,
which I’m guessing is something to do with the GDPR (data
protection rules), means some
agents don’t get copies of decisions letters, even though they’d
actually submitted the written representations on the AE’s
behalf in the first place – several
months earlier! This can lead
the AE to assume that because
they’ve got something from the
DVSA, the Agent’s been sent it
too and will respond on their
behalf, so they don’t need to do
anything.
Not any more! Sometimes
this has meant AEs haven’t
responded to DVSA in time –
so DVSA think they haven’t
bothered, and take disciplinary action without having a
defence response from the
Agent to consider. So if you’re
using an Agent to represent your
case to DVSA, and get a letter
from them about it, tell your

Consultant’s
Casebook
from Eamonn Loney

(MOT Consultant, ex VI Appeals Executive)

Eamonn Loney is a principal of MOT Consultants
EBL Partnership; telephone 01225 340858.
email: eamonnloney3@aol.com

More notes from Eamonn
Loney’s casebook…
Agent immediately, he or she
may not have heard anything…
I think this is wrong, especially
as an agent can’t now know of a
disciplinary case unless the AE/
NT informs them. Agents won’t
submit representations unless
instructed to do so!
I’m further advised by DVSA
that each individual enforcement case will require its own
instruction memo, regardless
of previous agent submissions/
trade membership etc.
I strongly suggest that anybody using an Agent to communicate with DVSA should contact
DVSA and advise that they give
due permission to release any
decision paperwork to their
Agent representing their interests. This will ensure that your
Agent and yourself will both get
DVSA’s correspondence at the
same time.

Time’s up?

and left the Test bay for a time
that would not allow a full examination to be carried out’.

Primary evidence missing

What really concerns me in this
situation is that the DVSA’s case
is based purely on secondary
evidence, i.e. data entry of the
times entered onto the MOT
computer. In this case the VE
hadn’t seen any Tests first hand,
relying purely on the recorded
computer time. No account was
taken there and then of the NT’s
explanation of why the recorded
time was well under his usual
average time for Test. So the only
possible explanation for an honest Tester (remember this allegation can be weeks/months
after the event) was that the NT
couldn’t log-on due to internet
buffering. A common problem
due to poor Wi-Fi access/old
routers etc.
So often, when that happens,
rather than let a customer down,
many Testers start the inspection doing some checks before
being able to actually register

the vehicle onto the system.
Obviously that means a shorter
Test duration showing on the
MTS – a recorded entry that
doesn’t actually equate to the
physical time spent doing the
MOT.
DVSA don’t set a minimum
time for how long a Test should
take, but most of us know there’s
an unwritten rule of at least 20
minutes. While DVSA threatened
a 500 point sanction, I’m pleased
to report that common sense
prevailed and DVSA gave the
benefit of the doubt following
our defence submissions and
several cases then resulted in a
far less draconian sanction, with
advisory warnings issued in lieu.
DVSA have confirmed that
where Testers can’t easily access
the internet, this should be
reported to the AE for them to
resolve. DVSA acknowledge that
customers may be inconvenienced in such circumstances,
but it’s not for NTs to instigate
their own in-house contingency
procedure. DVSA are resolute
that MOT inspection must not
start until the vehicle is properly logged on to their computer.
This is a worrying sign of new
DVSA enforcement policy tactics, when a VE doesn’t have to
leave his office to instigate disciplinary action. I cannot therefore recommend enough just
how important it is for AEs to
remember they can see exactly
the same data about your VTS
as DVSA can. Better for you to
nip such misdemeanours in the
bud before a VE decides to interrogate MTS!

I’ve mentioned in previous articles that DVSA usually only instigate single act cessation (5-year
ban for a first offence) when
they ’ve got good
hard evidence of a
Tester’s wrongdoing;
not any more! They
have recently issued
contemplated cessation correspondence
based PURELY on
MOT timings entered
into the MOT computer by a Tester.
Usually VEs pull
off reports from MOT
Testing Service (MTS)
computer, analyse
the data and if they
see MOT entries of
under 20 minutes
recorded, normally
they’ll visit and interview the staff concerned. They can be
pretty adamant that
such an ‘offence’ is
tantamount to single
act disqualification
under Appendix 8.1
of the Testing Guide
i.e. ‘certificates being
issued to vehicles
which had attended
DVSA can see what you see, shown here – and if your Test times are
the VTS and entered
suddenly very short, even without a visit you may face disciplinary action.

Annual subscription
only £30
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With Launch UK, you get technical support,
24 month warranty and two years free
software updates worth more than £600!

CRP MOT PRO

Multi-purpose
Professional
Diagnostic Tool

The CRP MOT PRO
from Launch is a
multi-purpose vehicle
diagnostic tool which
provides full OBDII & EOBD diagnostic functions for American,
Asian and European vehicle manufacturers.
Key features:
•
Full OBD II functionality
•
Read & clear codes on Full systems
•
Read & clear Check Engine Lights
•
Supports vehicles 1996 and newer
•
Live data graphing, record and replay
•
Code cause / solution tips
•
Retrieves vehicle information (VIN, CIN, CVN)
•
Touch screen / Android system

Special Functions:
•
Service light/Oil reset
•
Electrical parking brake rewind
•
Battery management reset
•
Steering angle sensor reset
•
ABS brake bleeding
•
Diesel particulate filter reset
•
Injector reset / programming
•
Key coding / matching
•
Tyre pressure monitoring reset
•
Electronic throttle matching

New! Fast & effective diesel particulate filter (DPF)
cleaner, which allows you to actively apply a
cleaning fluid straight to the DPF without removal

t 01752 344 989
e enquiries@launchtech.co.uk
w www.launchtech.co.uk

Spotlight on…

DVSA’s
revised risk
ratings
I

t’s been three months since DVSA’s new ‘Risk Assessment’
Red, Amber and Green (RAG) system for grading Testers,
and Vehicle Testing Station commenced. In this ‘Spotlight
on…’ we interview key DVSA managers who explain their
thinking about the new system, tell us how it works, and why
they believe it will improve MOT Testing standards. I’ll also
be looking at how Testing Stations are being affected by the
changes, and hearing the views of Testing Station owners
about their experiences. Finally I’ll critically appraise DVSA’s
plans in the light of what I’ve heard.

Riks rating – for the third
time…

This is DVSA’s third attempt to
monitor and control MOT quality since risk assessment was
first adopted. Initially VEs visiting Test Sites never checked
anything to do with the MOT,
clean toilets being the key to a
good risk rating! That changed
to a series of questions, some
directed to Testers, with a site
report provided so managers
could identify problems and
fix them.
Yet some garages stubbornly
remained in the red, and DVSA’s
compliance data showed overall MOT quality to be poor, for
example, 6 million annual errors
on MOT failures, not including
a further 12% overall pass/fail
errors. So DVSA are now taking a
new tack, with the emphasis on
Testers, who will now have personal risk ratings contributing
70% to their MOT Test station’s
risk score – so if you’ve got a red
rated Tester, you’ll probably be
a red garage.

a RAG rating. Blend that with
their site’s three yearly Review,
on a 70% - 30% basis results in
the site’s own RAG rating. That
shrinks the problem to a manageable size.
DVSA’s Area Managers get
monthly lists of Red and Amber
and Green sites and decide what
action to take. If serious fraud
is suspected the central intelligence team might be called in to
make clandestine observations.
Alternatively maybe a mystery
shopper visit is preferred, or
even a VE dropping in to check
a recently tested vehicle. The
decision will depend on local
knowledge, and the resources
available.

DVSA’s Chris Price says a Tester with a ‘Red risk rating’ shouldn’t
be alarmed, saying, “It’s just a risk score”, but despite his
assurances, most Testers and AEs wouldn’t be too pleased to
suddenly go from green to red!
I pointed out that Site Managers and Testers won’t see
it that way – inevitably they’ll
think, “red bad – green good”,
and if its red they’ll want to
know why. Otherwise they’ll be
de-motivated, thinking, “They
wont tell me what’s wrong, so
why bother”. Both Chris and
Neil Barlow strongly challenged
that, again emphasising the “just
a risk rating” argument, suggesting that Testers and Managers can use test information
from the computer to check for
themselves. However, from VTS
owners’ comments, without the
algorithmic process, that isn’t
necessarily helpful.
Here was a stark culture
clash. I suggested that without
the resources to visit every VTS
regularly, their real goal was to
develop a quality culture within
the MOT Trade – but labelling
Testers and garages ‘Red’ without explaining why is causing
resentment, anger and apathy
in Testers and Site Managers.
They disagreed.
Neil Barlow said, “…give it
time to settle, we can change
the parameters… if people need
help to see why Testers are red
we may offer more information,
the algorithm can change”. Chris
added, “this is only Phase 1, and
if a Tester suddenly becomes
red, that won’t trigger action,
our Area Managers will be looking for trends – Testers who are
always in the red”.
Moving on I asked why Tester’s RAG ratings, so crucial to
garage’s ratings, was invisible
to MOT Managers. Chris said,
“it will happen, at some point
into the future” – now that’s a
positive!

Although three yearly Site
Review visits now only make
up 30% of Test Stations’ risk
score, Chris said, “…they are
still an important part of the
system”, adding “we look at four
vital areas at the Site – Compliance, Premises, Management
and Control, and People, the
results from our findings also
contribute to the risk score –
and if the VE does find problems, the Site Manager will be
informed.”

Annual subscription
only £30
DVSA’s viewpoint

To better understand DVSA’s
thinking, I interviewed Neil
Barlow, responsible for DVSA’s
MOT Policy, and Chris Price,
who works for Neil on the risk
rating system.
Chris explained how the
system works. Using algorithmic analysis, every month each
Tester’ risk score is re-assessed.
He explained, “it’s dynamic, so
dependent on Testers’ testing
activity during the month, the
RAG rating could change”. We
asked if Testers would be told
why it had changed, he said, “…
no, no reason will be given…
enforcement hasn’t changed,
it’s just a risk rating allowing
us to target garages and Testers
with potential problems indicated by the data.” So he’s saying that it doesn’t mean, Red
Testers/garages bad, Green ones
good, but that DVSA’s computer
algorithm cites Testers/garages
which might be good or bad,
hence, “…it’s just a risk rating”.

Quality feedback

In quality control systems, like
DVSA’s enforcement scheme, it’s
essential to periodically measure
the quality of what you’re trying
to improve. It’s simple – measure quality, if poor, take action,
measure again to check effectiveness, if not try something
else, measure again - a ‘feedback loop’.
For the MOT Scheme, every
year around 1,800 Compliance
visits to Test Stations are carried out by VEs to re-examine
recently Tested vehicles, measuring MOT quality by identifying errors. Yet it doesn’t help
DVSA who have to wait until
the data has been processed
by the Department for Transport, maybe a year or more after
the work’s done – up to a two
year wait to see if the changes
are working, quite useless as a
feedback loop. We put this to
Neil Barlow, who fully accepted
the limitation. In practice then,
DVSA’s system is actually ‘mission impossible’ – they’ve no
idea until maybe two years
later whether their changes to
improve MOT quality are working. That’s absurd!

www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions

MOT quality in perspective

Here’s a problem. There’s
60,000+ Testers, and 23,000+
Testing Stations completing 40
million MOTs a year. To enforce
the MOT regulations DVSA have
only 130 so called, ‘full time
equivalent’ (FTE) staff. With
such scant resources DVSA’s
enforcement task looks like ‘mission impossible’. So they decided
to ‘risk rate’ Testers using data
from each Tester’s pass/fail outcomes, and applying algorithms
(clever maths) to compare them
with the overall average for all
Testers, (together with a weighting if there’s any disciplinary
history); giving every Tester

or Tel: 0208 998 6742
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A better way…?

Yet why don’t DVSA do it themselves? Three yearly Site Review
visits means 8,000 site visits every
year, each including (we’re told)
a re-examination of a recently
Tested vehicle. So DVSA will have
adequate data to generate their
own quarterly quality check of
2.000 re-Tested vehicles. As an
internal process of enforcement, it needn’t be an ‘Official’
report – all that’s needed are
key MOT quality pointers. They
could do the work internally.
With quarterly feedback, and
finessing the algorithm in the
light of their own compliance
data, and working with the MOT
Trade – surely within a year or
so things should improve dramatically, and quickly… We have
suggested this to them.

Underlying issues

Risk rating Testers is good idea,
but will DVSA’s revised system
work? Unfortunately some
underlying issues need to be
addressed:
We know the average Tester
performance shows quite a high
error rate (around 15% - 20%
overall) – so even if the data
algorithms succeed, by comparing Testers to the average poor
performance, improvement will
only ever be marginal – which
suggests DVSA accept that 15% 20% error rate as inevitable.
The overall check on MOT
quality comes out annually, but
is a year or more late. So DVSA
won’t know whether or not
the system has improved quality until up to two years later
unless they do their own quality analysis.
Red and Amber rated Testers get no feedback as to what
they need to do to improve
the rating. It could be something beyond their control –
doing Tests all one week, then
service and repair the next as
one example. However, Neil
Barlow has suggested this
could change.
Currently Authorised Examiners and MOT Site managers
can’t know what their Testers’
ratings are unless the Tester tells
them – Chris Price has said that
will change in future.
The risk ratings will be reassessed monthly – so they
could go up and down regularly – surely that will confuse
Testers, AE’s, and DVSA’s own
Area Managers who rely on the
RAG ratings to best utilise their
scant resources.
Ironically, whilst the two
yearly delay in measuring Test
quality is too long, arguably
monthly re-assessment of Testers and hence Site ratings is too
short…!

Views from the MOT Trade
To gain an insight as to how DVSA’s new risk rating
system has been received by the trade we spoke to a
range of people in the MOT Trade to ask for their views.
Kwik Fit’s Eric Smith
Eric has been in the motor trade since he was
an apprentice at 15 years old, and with Kwik-Fit
for 34 years. He has the responsibility for Kwik
Fit’s MOT operation with just under 600 MOT
sites, employing about 800 Testers, Eric knows
a thing or two about the MOT.
We talked about MOT quality. He said, “the main
issue for me is MOT quality and security”, and
outlined the extensive measures he takes to monitor and control the performance of Kwik Fit’s MOT
Testers. We asked him what he thought about
DVSA’s new risk assessment system. Pausing, he
said, “…it’s not the easiest change DVSA have
made. The new Site Review is OK, and you do
get feedback…” We asked about his Testers’ risk
ratings. Here he was more circumspect, “That’s
difficult to understand. It can change from Green
to Amber or Red for no apparent reason”, adding,
“The system is upsetting my Testers who suddenly
get a red rating which I don’t want. I try to help
by looking into their data carefully to find out why
its happened and what can be done.” He then
explained that despite his sophisticated quality
control system, more often than not he is unable
to discover why Testers suddenly get a Red rating.

I want to do something about it, but if nobody
tells them or me why they’re in the red, how
can I manage them properly?” He paused and
continued, “…its right to measure Tester quality
and I fully support that, but DVSA need to alter
their algorithm to improve the system and better reflect Tester quality, and let us know why a
Tester suddenly becomes Red rated”.
Alex Dunlop
Alex operates an independent Testing Station in
Beaconsfield, he says, “If my Testers unaccountably get a Red rating for no obvious reason, both
they and I would see that as very negative – it
would make me angry”. He can’t understand
why Testers aren’t told why their rating suddenly goes red.
John Ashton, The MOT Club
John notes, “A recent Risk Assessment showed
that there was no Site Manager, no exterior signs,
no QCs undertaken, no datum line marked, general lack of cleanliness but the VTS is classified
as Green. As there is only one Tester it is likely
that this score will not change month to month,
and nothing will be done about the shortcomings, they’ll think, ‘why bother, we’re a Green
site?’ There will be Testers out there able to
‘break the system’… The MOT Club are advising members to monitor for the next quarter. Just
appointing the best Tester or Works Controller to
Site Manager will not provide the analytical skills
required going forward”.
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John Ball, MoTest UK
John Ball has a small group of over 20 Testing
Stations and is frustrated by the new system. He
said, “My Testers do a good job and expect to be
green – if there’s an issue and they become red

Early days… but!

As both Neil Barlow and Chris
Price emphasised during our
discussions, it is “early days” and
the new risk assessment system
needs time to settle, and they are
right. Its also evident that they
are very keen to work with the
trade to effect beneficial changes,
which is good and is welcomed,
and they have already agreed
to inform Managers of Testers’
risk ratings – and may well try
and offer in future some guidance as to why Testers suddenly
and inexplicably get a red rating.
However there are still fundamental underlying flaws in
the system which will need to
be addressed if the latest iteration of DVSA’s Risk Assessment
enforcement policy will actually
improve MOT quality by bringing about a widespread culture
change amongst Testers and
MOT Managers.
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Neil Barlow, DVSA’s Head of Engineering (right), and Chris
Price, the MOT Product Manager (left), discuss their latest risk
assessment system with our editor Jim Punter.
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DVSA Matters

Recent news and views
from DVSA
DVSA’s Consultations with the
MOT Trade

A

s a Government Agency, DVSA must consult with Testing
Stations about running the MOT Scheme. To do this there
are three different mechanisms:
Trade User Group meetings: When it comes to bigger strategic
issues of policy, there are so called Trade User Group (TUG) meetings
with a wide representation within the industry. This is where DVSA’s
key plans for the future are mainly discussed.
Regional VTS Councils: These are meetings with local Testing
Station owners to discuss their day-to-day problems, for example
the MOT computer and DVSA’s disciplinary policy and other issues
at local level. Sometimes DVSA also float new ideas.
MOT Consultants meetings: Similarly DVSA staff meet with so
called ‘MOT Consultants’, both independent MOT consultants, and
those working for Trade Bodies whose job it is to represent the
interests of AEs and Testers to DVSA should they fall foul of DVSA’s
rules and face disciplinary action.
Lets look at these in turn.

Trade User Group (TUG) meetings
These meetings, about twice yearly, discuss strategic issues and especially DVSA’s future overall plans for the MOT Scheme. The MOT
Trade attendees are members of trade bodies with MOT Testing
Stations in their membership, representatives from national MOT
Testing chains, and others whose company or organisations are
broadly involved in one way or another with the MOT Scheme.
Whilst this provides representation of senior MOT trade specialists the bias is to larger operations, and trade bodies employees,
but somewhat thin on people with experience of actually running
Testing Stations on a day-to-day basis.

Following numerous vehicle identity errors, DVSA intend to
clamp down on Testers who don’t enter vehicle details correctly
– especially the VIN number, which this Tester is entering from
where it’s located on the front screen.
From our editor’s own experience, by and large the TUG meetings are indeed ‘show and tell’. Having decided their plans, DVSA
then use TUG meetings to discuss detailed implementation. There’s
a strong impression that since the Vehicle and Operator Services
Agency (VOSA) was merged with the Driving Standards Agency
(DSA), MOT Testing has taken something of a back seat in the Government’s priorities. Especially as the new Chief Executive, Gareth
Llewellyn seems to have taken very little interest at all in the MOT
Scheme for which he is directly responsible.
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Discussion and consultation…
Theoretically the TUG meetings enable DVSA to work jointly with
the MOT Trade on future plans for the Scheme, discussing ‘how
things are going’ and seeking the MOT Trade’s views on what should/
could happen in the future and adapting their policies accordingly.
However in recent years DVSA seem to be telling the MOT Trade
what they intend to do, and only discussing implementation. One
regular trade attendee says, “…they just tell us what’s happening, I feel like a horse being led by the nose…” Another says, “…its
just ‘show and tell’ – they show us what they’re doing, and tell us
what will happen, then discuss details…” However, another regular attendee noted, “…well at least they’re getting on with stuff, it
used to be just a talking shop… with nothing much happening”.
Unfortunately for the MOT Scheme, and in particular the Trade,
there’s no strategic planning involving DVSA, the Department for
Transport (DfT) in London, and senior executives within the MOT
Trade discussing what should happen, and vitally, how costs will
be met, and a firm timetable.

Shhh – its secret!

A buzz-word often used by politicians and civil servants is,
‘transparency’. “Nothing to hide, no secrets here”, they say. Well
not DVSA. Here’s part of an e-mail from a DVSA Official prior to a
recent Trade User Group meeting, “All the information supplied is
draft only and not for circulation or copying/publishing elsewhere,
this is for review only, hence the closed group”.
How strange! By what possible criteria could DVSA want to keep
their plans secret from Testers at the ‘coal face’ actually doing the
work – the majority of whom aren’t members of trade bodies? TUG
meetings are attended by Trade Bodies representing the owners
and managers of MOT garages, and senior managers from large
multi-national MOT Testing chains. Surely they also need to spread
the word about DVSA’s proposals to their members who actually
run the MOT garages to see what they think about DVSA’s plans?
But Shhh – even what we’ve just said is probably secret!
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So what are DVSA’s latest, ‘secret’ plans? Well, we couldn’t possibly

Oﬀering a complete solution for all
your MOT training requirements.

MOT Manager
Training

VTS Compliance
Audits and Tester
Quality Checks

MOT Annual Training
and Assessment

MOT Tester
Training

We keep workshops running
Call 01234 432981
autotechrecruit.co.uk/training
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say for certain could we? But we’ll hazard some guesses…
Linked MOT equipment
We have covered this item directly affecting Testing Stations in our
lead article about MOT Test lanes with equipment linked to DVSA’s
computer. As we’ve already noted, this is a good development, but
any counterpart fee increase to cover additional costs has been
completely ignored by DVSA/DfT.
Security changes
Concerned that some Testers are continuously using security questions to log on if their security card is lost or not working, DVSA will
be putting a seven day limit on doing that, after which Testers will
be locked out of the system until they get a new card. But if replacement cards are delayed beyond seven days after being ordered, a
time extension will be allowed. However, DVSA have had to suspend
this because they are running out of new cards – so until that’s
sorted, the continuous use of security questions will be allowed if
you’ve lost or damaged your card.
DVSA are also looking into alternative security systems which
don’t require a card, but for now, if you lose your card, order
another immediately, and note the date you did so. A system is also
being considered so Testers need only log-on once each day to the
system. This should save time.
Number plate errors
Number plate errors when logging on are becoming a matter of concern to DVSA. Often reported by us, even just one digit out, could
bring a car ‘on screen’ of the same make, model and colour albeit
the wrong vehicle. The Tester doesn’t properly check the VIN number, so after the MOT inspection another car somewhere else in
the country has an MOT pass or fail certificate, which was never
inspected. Bad for the customer whose not got an MOT even if it
passed, bad for the car owner elsewhere, maybe with a failure not
merited, bad for DVSA who have to fix the problem, and soon to
be bad for the Testers/AEs as well. DVSA are considering a disciplinary process. If the error is reported within 28 days, then no action
will be taken – but two in six months might result in a disciplinary
sanction. What’s surprising is that the installation of Number Plate
Recognition technology isn’t an early priority for DVSA’s Testing
lane upgrades (see our lead article).
MOT error rate
We’ve heard that at the last TUG meeting, there was a presentation by
a representative of DVSA’s IT consultants Kainos. She discussed MOT
error rates. The details are a bit obscure, but the headline numbers
indicated that of 40 million Tests in the last year that a ‘Compliance
Report’ was published (2016/17), showed six million had defects missed.
Something we’ve flagged up before. However, given the usual pass/fail
error rate is usually around 15%, which cannot be all missed defects,
then the overall error rate could well be up to 25%.
For some reason, DVSA’s ‘Compliance’ report for 2017/18 looking into MOT error rates is still unpublished – almost a year late.
Which begs the question as to how DVSA can assess the benefit of
their new ‘risk assessment’ system, if it’s over a year before they

DVSA plan to develop their MOT computer to be a tablet friendly
programme helping the Tester to navigate through the MOT
inspection.
know if it has actually made any difference to MOT quality.
Tablet-friendly MOT computer
Apparently last September DVSA ran a pilot using hand-held tablets
with a special MOT program to guide Testers through the inspection
process; we believe this was achieved by an additional communication channel via the MOT computer. The results were favourable,
with the Testers involved liking the system and how the prompts
assisted with navigating their way through the MOT inspection.
Interestingly, over a decade ago, the MOT Club developed a programme for a durable tablet they supplied, called a ‘Tough-book’ for
the same purpose, but couldn’t be used live on the Atos computer.
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Unrepaired vehicle recalls
DVSA recently announced that they will, “work with the Department
for Transport to determine how the MOT system can be adjusted to
cover outstanding safety recalls in the future”. Of course this isn’t
new. At a Parliamentary Transport Committee meeting to which
DVSA’s Chief Executive, Gareth Llewellyn, was summoned last year
by MPs, he pledged that DVSA would work on a system to ensure
that unrepaired vehicle safety recalls would result in an MOT failure. In fact the Government’s MOT database where motorists can
‘look-up’ a vehicle’s MOT status, also shows if there is an outstanding recall associated with the vehicle.
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My MP suggested that Brexit was causing the delay, but I challenged that on the basis that the only Brexit issue regarding the
MOT was the installation of the EU Directive last May – and that was
largely done by DVSA. I also suggested to him that he write again to
Grayling asking why he had defaulted on his personal undertaking
to him (my MP). In response he said:
“…I would, of course, be happy to write (again) to Chris Grayling and I agree with you entirely that the failures in relation to the
response are totally unacceptable.”
In our view this issue doesn’t throw our so called ‘democracy’
into a very favourable light. Perhaps if Chris Grayling received a
lot more letters from readers’ MPs as well, then something might
happen. So we recommend that readers sit down and write to their
MPs. The fee hasn’t been increased for inflation since 2010, or to
cover extra costs loaded onto Testing Stations by DVSA in that time.
You can also note that the then Minister Andrew Young promised
a fee review in November 2015 – which hasn’t happened! So the
MOT fee remains unchanged since 2010… so much for promises
from Government Ministers!”
The last MOT Fee increase (including +5p on the slot fee) was
on 6th April 2010.
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urrently the Department for Transport have gone entirely
quiet on MOT issues, it is almost as if the MOT Scheme
no longer exists!
Our editor, Jim Punter has been working with his MP on this for
a couple of years now, here’s his brief review of where things are.
“As Chairman of the MOT Trade Forum, in late 2016 I first
contacted my MP Dominic Grieve about the lack of progress in
reviewing the MOT fee (as promised by the Minister in Nov 2015).
Since then, my MP has a number of times prompted Mr Chris
Grayling the Secretary of State for Transport Chris Grayling asking
what progress is being made on increasing the MOT fee; and on two
separate occasions Grayling, has pledged to my MP that the MOT
fee review with a view to increasing the MOT by at least inflation,
would be progressed promptly. Yet nothing has happened.
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MOT Training
W

hen MOT training was privatised, in addition to
transferring initial Tester Training from a DVSA course
to privatised training providers, DVSA also stopped their
five year ‘refresher training’ courses, which were replaced
by three hours a year of what they called Continuous
Professional Development (CPD); and every Tester now sits
an annual test on the MOT CPD Topics for that year. As we
write this, there are just a few weeks left before the 31st
March deadline by which Testers are to have completed their
CPD work (3hrs a year), and pass the annual test.
outlets which actually deliver
When they privatised MOT
training DVSA chose to set out, CPD and ab-initio MOT Tester
training.
in terms of experience and
knowledge, what training would
be required for pre-qualified
Contentious control
(and appropriately experienced)
This is all quite logical and
reasonable. However, as we’ve
automotive technicians to
become fully qualified MOT
seen from a piece in Testing
Testers. DVSA then worked
Times originally triggered
with organisations who were
from comments reported in
already awarding motor trade
our online MOT Forum and
qualifications (the ‘Awarding
this edition of the magazine’s
Bodies’ – ABC, IMI, and City
Readers’ Letters, issues seem
and Guilds), to define what
to have arisen as regards the
commercial training centres
consistency between how the
affiliated to those Bodies needed
rules are being applied by
to do to prepare candidates to
different Awarding Bodies. This
become qualified Testers, or for
is unfortunate because it could
existing Testers to prepare for
be implied that some training
their annual CPD work, and pass
providers are cutting corners –
an online Test agreed with DVSA
which may not be the case at all.
and set by the Awarding Bodies.
Privatised or not, training is
The system is a pyramid with
a vital part of the MOT Scheme,
DVSA at the top, monitoring
and DVSA’s overall responsithe Awarding Bodies who then
bility. If the Awarding Bodies
approve and then monitor their
aren’t applying the same rules
affiliated commercial training
across the board, or are not

A trainee not in shot, is checked out by a training assessor (right),
whilst Ian Gillgrass, an internal quality assurer (middle) is in turn
observed by an IMI Quality Assurer, (left).
Image Courtesy of Chiltern Development Training
properly monitoring the activities, and vitally, the output of
qualifying new Testers from
their affiliated training providers, then DVSA should be telling
them to do something about it.
It’s DVSA’s scheme, and their
responsibility.

A wide choice

So let’s hope that between them
the DVSA and the Awarding
Bodies can iron out any discrepancies in MOT training, and iron
out the problems surrounding
prior required experience for
would be Testers, and soon. In
the meantime we expect that the
vast majority of training centres

are especially diligent when it
comes to providing both CPD
and Tester training services to
their candidates – and good
value for money. So whilst we’re
not qualified to vet every training provider we come across,
we can offer a wide choice of
those offering their services to
the MOT industry…
So if, as an AE you need
to find a training provider to
prepare an employee to become
a Tester, or to help your Testers
complete their annual threehour CPD work then have a
look at what’s on offer in our
Product Review of MOT Training
providers listed here.
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ABC AWARDS

A

R E V I E W

BC Awards supports the
MOT industry by working
with the DVSA, trade and
training centres for your
entire MOT training and
CPD needs. Whether you
are a current MOT tester
a tester trainee or Centre
Manager, ABC’s MOT
website shows the latest
training requirements with access to Testers’ annual assessment. Our nationwide
network of approved centres and membership bodies provides all your MOT
training needs both for online or face-to-face support. In addition our team are
here to help and guide you.
Price: £35 all inclusive for the MOT Annual Assessment. Bulk prices are
available for multiple purchases. Prices for qualifications vary.
Contact: Centre Support
Tel: 0115 854 1620
E-mail: centresupport@abcawards.co.uk
Web: mot.abcawards.co.uk

A

(A DIVISION OF
AUTOTECH RECRUIT)

utotech Training offer DVSA
standard training to individuals,
franchised dealerships, independent
garages, and the fast-fit sector,
delivered by experienced MOT experts.
Working with national awarding bodies
such as the IMI and ABC Awards, they
offer MOT Manager Training, MOT
Annual Training and Assessment, VTS
Compliance Audits (incorporating MOT
Annual Training and Assessment of your MOT Testers on site) and MOT Tester
Training. They offer flexible dates, locations and payment methods. Bespoke
in-house training courses can be delivered at customers’ premises.
Price: MOT Manager Training - £399 plus VAT, MOT Annual Training and
Assessment - £64.99 plus VAT (inclusive of assessment cost), VTS Compliance
Audits - from £999 plus VAT, MOT Tester Training - from £1,300 plus VAT.
Price: Mandla Ndhlovu, Head of Autotech Training
Tel: 01234 432985 Mob: 07702 867786
E-mail: training@autotechrecruit.co.uk
Web: www.autotechrecruit.co.uk/training
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COURSES THROUGHOUT THE UK AT
EPSOM, HINCKLEY, TELFORD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE & WIGAN

LEVEL 2 AWARD IN MOT TESTING (CLASSES 4 AND 7)

4 DAYS

LEVEL 3 AWARD IN MOT TEST CENTRE MANAGEMENT

2 DAYS

MOT TESTER ANNUAL TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT

1/2 DAY

BOOK NOW BY VISITING OUR WEBSITE
themotclub.com

EMAIL
training@themotclub.com

MOTCLUB HP AD 25.10.18.indd 1

OR CALL US TODAY ON
01934 421335

25/10/2018 23:09

IT’S NOT TOO EARLY
TO THINK ABOUT YOUR
2018/19 MOT ANNUAL ASSESSMENT
Do your 2018/19 Annual Assessment with the IMI and benefit from a FREE MOT eLearning
course designed to summarise the recent MOT changes.

NEED MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT US
01992 878626
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P R O D U C T
BLACKPOOL & THE FYLDE COLLEGE

R E V I E W
PFTP LTD

Blackpool & The Fylde College say they
can cover all your MOT Training needs,
from new Testers in class 1-2 or, 3,5,7,
right through to Managers courses and
Annual learning evenings delivered in the
classroom including test and certificates,
you even get your tea, for £70.
Their 4-day Level 2 New MOT Tester
course is perfect for anyone who holds a current level 3 qualification except
class 1-2). Delivered by current MOT Testers in a live MOT centre at their new
£8.5million Advanced Technology Centre in Blackpool, at what is claimed to be
the most competitive price around – only £575 with no VAT.
They also offer Light vehicle inspection for technicians who hold no formal
qualifications but have 4 years experience, the 2 day course Including
familiarisation is only £525. They also offer the the Level 3 MOT Centres
Managers course over 2 days at just £350. All courses run every week
throughout the year and being a training provider they don’t charge VAT.
Price: MOT New Tester £575, Light vehicle inspection 1 day £325, MOT Centre
Managers £350
Contact: Robert Oldale 01253 504343
E-mail: info@blackpool.ac.uk Web: www.blackpool.ac.uk

B

P

FIFE COLLEGE

PRESTIGE TRAINING

F

ife College delivers training
and assessment from a
purpose-built, modern training
facility at Stenton Campus
in Glenrothes. Their MOT
related training provides the
knowledge and technical
skills required for automotive
industry careers:
• MOT Nominated Tester
Training (DVSA Classes 3, 4, 5
& 7)
• IMI Level 3 Accreditation LV Inspection (inc MOT NTT Access)
• MOT Centre Manager Training
• MOT Tester Annual CPD Master Class
Fife College is an approved Test Station with MOT Bay Hire and VT8 Assessment
from £95.
Prices: from £95 to £750
Tel: Stephen Ayton 0344 248 0132
E-mail: sales@fife.ac.uk
Web: www.business.fife.ac.uk

FTP say they’ve
been delivering
quality training for
over twenty years
at their dedicated
training centre in
Nuneaton, offering
the IMI Level 3 Light
Vehicle Inspection
Accreditation,
qualifying
candidates for the MOT Tester course. they offer the Level 2 in MOT Tester
training for classes 1 & 2 (motorcycle) and 4 & 7 and the Level 3 Award in MOT
Test Centre Management. PFTP trains small groups to what they believe is a high
standard with individualised support given if required.
Price: MOT Testers course - £795 + VAT, MOT Tester Centre Managers course £395 + VAT, Level 3 Light Vehicle Inspection (five days) - £995 + VAT
Contact: Sharon Burbidge
Tel: 02476 325880
E-mail: sharon@profitfromtraining.org.uk
Web: www.profitfromtraining.org.uk

P

restige Training train
hundreds of MOT Testers
and other technicians to
qualification, every year.
They train a diverse number
of candidates all “under
one roof”. Prestige Training
claim a 99% success rate
with advantages such as,
speedy bookings, payment
plans & finance options,
lunch & refreshments,
accommodation, inclusive training packages and VT8 Demo facilities. Choose
from; NVQ’s; IMI Accreditation; MOT Tester training. Annual CPD (all classes);
MOT Test Centre Management training; Hybrid Vehicle training; Apprenticeships
& tailored MOT Consultancy packages.
Price: CPD from £43.20, IMI Accreditation from £495, MOT Tester Training from
£595, MOT Test Centre Management from £350, Hybrid Vehicle training from
£100.
Contact: Admin team
Tel: 0161 848 9853
E-mail: info@trainingprestige.co.uk Web: https://www.prestigemot.co.uk
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INSTITUTE OF THE MOTOR INDUSTRY
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THE MOT CLUB
www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions
C

MI offer a variety of
options for existing
Testers, including MOT
annual training and
assessment for classes
1 and 2 (Motorcycle) and
classes 4 and 7 (Light
Vehicle). These are all
available to complete
anywhere via our
convenient eLearning
platform
Prices:
Assessment Only: Light Vehicle MOT Annual Assessment: £34 (+VAT)
Motorcycle MOT Annual Assessment: £34 (+VAT)
Training and Assessment Only: Light Vehicle MOT Annual Assessment and
Training: £60 (+VAT)
Motorcycle MOT Annual Training and Assessment: £60 (+VAT)
Light Vehicle MOT Annual Training: £36 (+VAT)
Contact: Gaj Jeevanandan/ Emma Mitchell
Tel: 01992 511 521 E-mail: gajj@theimi.org.uk

lassroom or eLearning-based MOT
Annual Training & Assessment, we can
deliver classroom training at your location
or at one of our five venues around the UK.
Level 2 Award in MOT Testing (Classes 4
& 7) and (Classes 1 & 2), Level 3 Award in
MOT Centre Management - Delivered at
one of our five training venues by our skilled and experience team, all with many
years in the trade. Let our experts help you become an expert.
Prices:
MOT Annual Training eLearning Only - £35.00 + VAT
MOT Annual Assessment - £35.00 + VAT
MOT Annual Training eLearning & Assessment - £65.00 + VAT
Classroom CPD Training per candidate, includes Annual Assesssment (minimum
class size of 5 people) - £100.00 + VAT
Level 2 Award in MOT Testing - £595.00 + VAT (Members)
Level 2 Award in MOT Testing - £895.00 + VAT (Non-Members)
Level 3 Award in MOT Centre Management - £350.00 + VAT (Members)
Level 3 Award in MOT Centre Management - £495.00 + VAT (Non-Members)
Tel: John Ashton 01934 421335
E-mail: enquiries@themotclub.com Web: www.themotclub.com

or Tel: 0208 998 6742
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MOT Training

0344 248 0132
sales@fife.ac.uk
business.fife.ac.uk

at B&FC’s Advanced Technology Centre

MOT Training courses run weekly
IMI Light vehicle inspection (Level 3) – 2 day £525
Mot new tester – 4 days £575
Mot Manager – 2 days £350
18/19 Cpd class based including
new Changes – £70

•
•
•
•

Call our TEAM NOW on
01253 504347
to book your place.
blackpool.ac.uk

Automotive Engineering
Training Course
IMI Level 2 Hybrid Electric Vehicle Operation and Maintenance
IMI Level 3 Accreditation Light Vehicle Inspection Technician
MOT Centre Manager Training
MOT Nominated Tester Training (DVSA Classes 3, 4, 5 & 7)
MOT Tester Annual CPD Master Class
MOT Bay Hire and VT8 Assessment
Mobile Air Conditioning
Level 3 Award In Domestic, Commercial and Industrial
Electric Vehicle Charging Equipment Installation 2919-01
(Coming soon)
Providing first class training, technical skills and expert
knowledge for your career in the automotive industry.
Contact us to book your place or for more information.

BLACKPOOL AND
THE FYLDE COLLEGE

0344 248 0132
sales@fife.ac.uk
business.fife.ac.uk

GET 10%
DISCOU
NT*

MOT
courses

at Cardiff and Vale College
IMI Level 2 Award
in MOT Tester
(Classes 4&7)

IMI Level 3 in
MOT Test Centre
Management

ATA Light Vehicle
Inspection
Technician

£895

£450

£550

www.cavc.ac.uk
Cardiff and Vale College, Dumballs Road, Cardiff CF10 5FE
02920 250 350
commercial@cavc.ac.uk

*Quote “MOT Magazine” when booking for 10% discount
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NEW RANGE OF EURO 6
DVSA APPROVED
DIESEL EMISSIONS
TESTERS
Call 01295 271 985 to arrange a
free, no obligation consultation
The new Combi Petrol and
Diesel Emission Analyser
includes the latest cable-less
Euro 6 approved Diesel DS2
Smokehead and PDCom EOB.
• Fast and easy to use test
routines
• Diesel DS2 Smokehead
incorporates automatic
calibration
• Automatic Gas Bench self
draining system
• Fully DVSA approved to class
4, 5, 7 and HGV

Stock available
straight away
Premier Diagnostics Field Service and
Calibration Team is fully accredited to
provide calibration/repair and service with
24-hour response Monday to Friday across
Premier, Brainbee and Protech products.

Premier House, Compton Park, Wildmere Industrial Estate,
Banbury, Oxon OX16 3LU
email: sales@premierdiagnostics.ltd.uk

